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HIGH COUNCIL NEWS  
by Terry Hoknes 

 

 
 

To celebrate the 30th anniversary of the 
POTA TV series starring Roddy McDowall, 
Ape Chronicles is being published monthly 
to give you continuous coverage of the 
series and each episode in great detail.   
 
Don’t forget to enter the online Anniversary 
Contest at: 
http://planetoftheapestv.150m.com  
____________________________
__ 
 

 
 
Back in 1973 the last of the 5 original POTA 
films hit theatres.  It may have seemed the 
end of an era but then a new marketing 
campaign called GO APE would show all 5 
films once again in theatres.  More 
importantly the first 3 films were broadcast 
on television for the first time as the TV 
movie of the night - these broadcasts hit a 
record number of TV viewers for sci-fi 
movies.   The TV network immediately knew 
there was a huge market for POTA and 
came up with the idea of transforming the 
classic concepts into a weekly TV series.   
 

A tidal wave of new products and 
merchandise filled store shelves in 
anticipation of the debut of the new TV 
series in September 1974. 
 
A superb new series featuring Roddy 
McDowall (star of the 4 of the original POTA 
films) plus Ron Harper and James 
Naughton.  Each week the three main stars 
were treated as fugitives as they were on 
the run from the authority of Dr. Zaius and 
General Urko. 
 
The show unfortunately had strong 
competition when it aired that fall and could 
not pull audiences away from the hot sci-fi 
series that had debuted the year earlier: The 
Six Million Dollar Man.  The TV series ended 
after only 14 episodes. 
 
Was it really a failure?  The show was well 
written and was a great companion to the 
movies.  So what went wrong?   Was the 
hype too much?  Were expectations too 
high?   Did its run end short due to the lack 
of the big budget of the movies?  The lack of 
star power such as Charlton Heston ?  Or 
was it the cost of producing the series?   
 
I’m not aware if the show did make money 
or who decided to cancel it !   Perhaps it 
should have been given more of a chance to 
get established.   Obviously the POTA 
market was not dead as new product came 
out continuously for 3 more years.  A 
cartoon series was tried the very next year 
to similar results.  
 
I wonder if the biggest problem was that 
nobody knew whether the show was aimed 
at children or adults.   Could it have been a 
success with both?   
___________________________________
___ 
 

 
 
Unique rare 45 rpm record single from 
Brazil.   
Comes with simple black picture sleeve 
cover. 
Music composed by LALO SCHIFRIN    
Original Soundtrack music from the TV 
series 20TH CENTURY FOX TC 2150 © 
1975  
SIDE A  
ESCAPE FROM TOMORROW 
SIDE B  
THEME FROM “PLANET OF THE APES” 
 



 

 

RODDY McDOWALL AS AN AGED GALEN 

1981 PLANET OF THE APES TV MOVIES 

In 1981 many of the original 1974 TV series episodes 
were edited together to make new “TV movies”.  Roddy 
McDowall made a guest appearance and gave new 
introductions to these new TV movies.   

From Starlog, April 1981 - " When the new package of 
Apes telefilms began to make its way around the 
country on local TV stations, an interesting scheme was 
hatched by the ABC owned and operated stations to 
make their presentations a little more special and 
original. Roddy McDowall was called upon to re-create 
his role of Galen to tape new footage for the 
presentation by the ABC stations entitled "The New 
Planet of the Apes" The footage created by Fox to open 
each feature was scrapped and replaced by McDowall 
as the now aged Galen recalling his exciting 
adventures. Each "chapter" of the five part presentation 
open and closed with a monologue by Galen. This 
special presentation was made for the ABC owned and 
operated stations and can only be seen on them 
(although it's possible that ABC affiliates may get this 
version, it is unlikely that any affiliates of CBS, NBC or 
the independents will.)"    Here is what Roddy had to 
say: 

BACK TO THE PLANET OF THE APES 
 
OPENING 
<Fade in on Galen, sitting at a desk. A computer is visible in the 
background> Ooh… ha-ha. Hello. Excuse me; I didn’t expect you so 
soon. Allow me to introduce myself. My name is Galen, and I’m so 
glad you could join me today. It is a marvelous story you’re going to 
see. I remember it as if it  
was yesterday - your spaceship shooting out of the heavens. Oh! 
What a shock it must have been to discover what the world had 
come to. What a shock it was for me, too - heavens knows. But I’m 
getting ahead of myself. So, let us go back and see what it was 
like… back to the planet of the apes. 
 
CLOSING 
Such interesting creatures, your Burke and Virdon, and in such a fix. 
Not to mention the fact that I was up to here <gestures to neck> 
myself. With Burke trapped down there with that beast Urko - I never 
did like him, you know, not even one little bit. But then I suppose we 
all feel trapped in  
our world at some time or another. So much to do, so little time in 
which to do it. Let us see tomorrow, shall we, how much time Burke 
may have. It was nice of you to come and spend some of your time 
with me. Until tomorrow, then… 
 
THE FORGOTTEN CITY OF THE PLANET OF THE APES 
 
OPENING 
<Galen chuckles and raises a tray with a cup on> I was expecting 
you today. I’m fully prepared for the afternoon; now won’t you join 
me? Our story, yes, of course... now, if you remember, my astronaut 
friends Virdon and Burke are in quite a fix, you see. Yes, marooned a 
thousand years in the future - by their time, of course - hunted by my 
fellow apes, seeking some  
silly computer to repair their flying machine, and now trapped by that 
horrible creature Urko. Well, let’s see what happens, shall we, in the 
forgotten city of the planet of the apes. 
 
CLOSING 
<Galen plays with a toy’s mechanism> Oh, poor Burke and Virdon - 
all those years of training in your world of technology, only to be 
thrust into one of savage barbarity. It’s quite inhuman, isn’t it? Hmm. 

Well, there I was doing my best to help. My youthful enthusiasm. I 
wonder what’s to become of them, don’t you? Of course, it’s all 
history to me now. But then, they say  
that history has a way of repeating itself. Shall I see you tomorrow, 
then? Good. 
TREACHERY AND GREED ON THE PLANET OF THE APES 
 
OPENING 
<Galen toys with a doll’s jumper and chuckles> Oh, there you are. 
It’s getting easier for me to remember your arrival. Oh, I do so look 
forward to our visits - much more than I looked forward to helping our 
astronaut friends, I’m afraid; at the risk of my very own life, I might 
add. Burke  
and Virdon captured; their precious computer disk stolen; and Urko 
on our trail. Goodness, I don’t know! And then, when we least 
expected it… well, I have never seen such treachery and greed on 
the planet of the apes. Oh…            CLOSING 

<Galen is sewing something> I was quite an operator back then, 
wasn’t I? And all for a couple of humans. You know the odds were all 
against us? Oh yes, it was only a matter of time, I’m afraid. And poor 
dear Virdon - for him, a matter of life and death. What we all went 
through for the want of an electronic brain - much less fascinating 
than you might think, if you ask me. I do hope that you will be back 
tomorrow. There is so much more I want to show you. And you 
<unintelligible word>… 
 
LIFE, LIBERTY AND PURSUIT ON THE PLANET OF THE APES 
 
OPENING 
<Galen is playing with a tiny doll’s hand, waving it in front of what 
looks like a book of human anatomy> Marvelous, isn’t it, the human 
body, how it’s evolved? Oh, personally, I never tire of its complexity. I 
suppose it all started with Virdon and Burke in that hospital. Oh, you 
remember -  
Virdon’s escape from that horrible castle and Urko, and then being 
shot by his gorillas. We had no choice but to go to my friend at that 
hospital. And then I HAD to steal Dr Zaius’s book on human 
anatomy. Why, it was a matter of life, liberty and pursuit on the planet 
of the apes. 
 
CLOSING 
Oh, isn’t it a fine kettle of fish poor Virdon and Burke find themselves 
in now? And with nothing but their wits to depend on. And me, back 
in that musty cave, knowing the worst had happened, which of 
course it had. Well, what do you expect from such headstrong 
humans? Hmm, and their empty-headed chimpanzee friend, I 
suppose. But then what I had to go through to try and get them out… 
why, oh, that was quite an adventure. I’ll see you tomorrow, then, for 
the final chapter. 

FAREWELL TO THE PLANET OF THE APES 
 
OPENING 
<Galen is painting a doll’s head> Oh, wonderful, wonderful, 
marvelous, you’re here. Ah, little projects do help one pass the time, 
don’t they? I’m almost finished with mine. Alas, I’m afraid that our 
time is nearly at an end, too. And here we are, Burke and Virdon not 
any closer to home than  
they were before - nothing but fish-catchers in that horrible work 
camp, depending on the, er, inferior intelligence of their ape 
companion. <Chuckles> Now, what would your Charles Darwin say 
to that in our farewell to the planet of the apes? 
 
CLOSING 
<Galen puts the finishing touches to the model he’s been making> 
And there you have it. And there YOU have it. Virdon and Burke? 
Oh, well, they found their computer in another city and disappeared 
into space as suddenly as they’d arrived. What about me? I certainly 
could have gone with them - back to your time, your world, er, where 
apes are kept in zoos. Tell me now,  
would you have come to my world, willingly? Hmm? <The shot 
changes to show Galen winding up a clockwork chimp> You will, 
eventually… of course. It’s only… a matter… of time. <Fade on a 
shot of a clapping human doll, a twist on the traditional monkey / 
organ grinder toy> 

http://planetoftheapestv.150m.com/galenslastappearance.html  



 

 

PLANET OF THE APES: Group of 6 Scarce Spanish Chocolate Cards 
(1970) 
 
 
This is a group of 6 scarce original 
chocolate cards that were issued in 
Spain by Terrabusi, circa 1970. They 
are from the set entitled "Cine". 
 
The front of each card has a 
beautifully illustrated die-cut colour 
sticker which was intended to be 
stuck into a collector album, while 
the back of each card the title, set 
name, card number and trade text. 
The cards are complete and the 
stickers have never been peeled off. 
This makes them much more 
desirable to collectors. 
 
The cards were intended to be given 
as free premiums and inserted into 
packages of Terrabusi Chocolate 
products. These cards were hand-cut 
from a large sheet. There are 
illustrated pictures of the exact 
products in which the cards were 
meant to come in, featured on the 
card backs. 
 
The size of each card is approx. 2" x 
2.75" inches. This is a group of 6 
scarce original chocolate cards, all of 
which are shown here. 
 
There is no text written on the front. 
Just color illustrations from the first 
movie. 
 
The back of the cards all read CINE 
and La Galletita Rellana Que 
TERRABUSI Bana En Chocolate. The 
6 POTA cards are only part of the 
huge CINE set.  The 6 cards are 
individually numbered as 134 El 
Planeta De Los Simios / 135 Hombre 
Simo / 136 Dr. Zaius / 137  Quiero 
Salir! / 138 El Simio Loco / 139 El 
Gran Simio.  Cards 134 and 135 have 
an illustration for Balletita TITA 
cubierta cart chocolate / Cards 136, 
137 and 138 have an illustration for 
Manon Terrabusi /  Card 139 has an 
illustration for Rhodesia Terrabusi  
 

A small assortment of CINE cards were discovered by a Canadian card dealer 
MAPLELEAFCOLLECTIBLES who I purchased this set from.  They told me they had 6 sets of the POTA 
cards.  They currently sell for $25 US per set on ebay.com   



 

 

PLANET OF THE APES - MERCHANDISE ON EBAY 
 
Here is a study of the selling of POTA items on ebay.   We will now have on record the market for the summer period of 2004. 
Here are the statistics I came up with during a 2 week study of ended auctions from July 25th to August 10th 2004.   
There were 2468 items listed in this 2 week period doing a search for “planet of the apes” 
Sorting by categories here is where POTA items mostly fell 
DVDs & Movies (724)  DVD (437)   VHS (108)   Film (14)    
Collectibles (574)   Comics (282)  Trading Cards (135)  Science Fiction (126)   
Toys & Hobbies (471)  Action Figures (382)  Models, Kits (44)  TV, Movie, Character Toys (22)   
 
Here is a listing of the items with the highest final prices.  Note that not all items actually sold 
Note that only items that had actual bidders sold so pay close attention to the # of bidders to see how much demand/action these 
particular items had at those current prices in US funds 
 
ITEM TITLE/DESCRIPTION/ FINAL PRICE / # OF BIDDERS (SHOWS ITEM SOLD) / END OF AUCTION DATE AND TIME 
223-Planet of the Apes costume on custom mannequin GBP 6,600.00 22 Jul-28 10:11  
Stewart's astronaut uniform from Planet of the Apes $11,000.00 - Jul-31 01:00  

Dr. Zaius costume sketch from Planet of the Apes $7,500.00 7 Jul-30 15:18  

Mint cond full-head gorilla mask - Planet of the Apes $6,000.00 3 Jul-30 15:19  

1967 Planet of the Apes JULIUS wardrobe worn by actor BUCK $1,925.00 11 Jul-27 16:50  

Hero gorilla wooden club from Planet of the Apes $1,700.00 3 Jul-30 15:21  

1967 Planet of the Apes CHIMPANZEE wardrobe $1,650.00 8 Jul-27 16:49  

Zira facial appliance from Planet of the Apes $1,300.00 4 Jul-30 15:20  

Gorilla facial appliance from Planet of the Apes $950.00 4 Jul-30 15:20  

Chimp facial appliance from Planet of the Apes $800.00 1 Jul-30 15:21  

Urko Planet of the Apes 8" Mego Palitoy figure MOC $795.00 - Aug-06 12:58  
1968 Topps Planet Of The Apes 5-Cent Wax Pack Display B $760.00 24 Aug-03 18:49 
MEDICOM PLANET OF THE APES +*+*FULL SET x 22+*+* includes: 3 cornelius 4 caesar 3 soldier GBP 350.00 9 Jul-30 11:56 PLANET OF THE APES- 5 

ORIGINAL FRENCH POSTERS $549.00 - Aug-06 08:41  

PLANET OF THE APES METAL LUNCH BOX W/ THERMOS 70'S NEW $535.00 31 Aug-04 17:50  

MEDICOM PLANET OF THE APES x 22.. no reserve MUST SELL GBP 265.00 16 Aug-04 13:25  

Mego 8" Planet of the Apes Fortress MIB c10 mint $461.78 11 Aug-08 20:37  

PLANET OF THE APES (Lpp low fade color)16MM UNCUT "RARE" $450.00 3 Jul-29 12:52  

MEDICOM PLANET OF THE APES x 22.. no reserve MUST SELL GBP 230.00 - Aug-07 14:10  

PLANET OF THE APES 1974 LUNCHBOX + THERMOS MINT!$415.00 8 Aug-04 14:40  

1974 Mego 8" Planet Of The Apes General Urko MOC $330.00 10 Aug-03 15:38  

Planet Of The Apes-Large French Poster-Heston $329.99 - Jul-27 19:12  

POTA Planet of the Apes Tree House $299.00 - Aug-02 10:10  

PLANET OF THE APES 1967 ORIGINAL FRENCH 47x63 $285.00 - Aug-06 08:41  
PLANET OF THE APES 1967 Orig.French L.C. (14) $260.00 - Aug-06 08:41 

PLANET OF THE APES ARCHIVES 1999 MASTER SET $249.99 1 Aug-05 10:51  

Adventures on the Planet of the Apes #1 CGC 9.8 OW/W pg $249.95 - Aug-01 00:07  

1974 Mego 8" Planet Of The Apes Galen Figure MIB $228.16 11 Aug-03 17:06  

Mego Planet of the Apes BOXED Galen $205.50 3 Aug-02 22:29  



 

 

Medicom Complete Planet of the Apes figure Set MINT/MOC All 21 figures incl. 4 rare variant figures - C9/C10! $202.50 4 Aug-08 13:57  

Adventures on the Planet of the Apes #1 CGC 9.8 OW/W pg $199.95 - Aug-06 22:55  

A&BC GUM PLANET OF THE APES FULL SET OF CARDS 1967 RARE $199.95 - Aug-03 01:05  

MEGO CIPSA PLANET OF THE APES DR. ZAIUS BOXED OLD FIGUR $192.53 6 Aug-08 21:06  

CGC 9.8 Planet of the Apes Mag. #1/1974/High Grd. Copy! $183.50 12 Aug-07 20:30  

Planet of the Apes #1 CGC 9.8 NM/M OW/WHITE pages $183.50 12 Aug-04 20:23  

MEGO Planet of the Apes BURKE MOC 1974 $181.50 10 Jul-29 19:45  

PLANET OF THE APES CIVILIAN APE ICON STATUES COA NO RES $178.50 8 Aug-01 17:05  

BENEATH THE PLANET OF THE APES (CRI color)16MM UNCUT $169.16 6 Aug-02 00:30  

MEGO FIGURES CATWOMAN, ROBIN, JOKER, PLANET OF THE APES $168.27 18 Aug-10 12:27  

-7 Planet of the Apes Auto Cards Heston Etc! $154.05 14 Aug-07 10:00  

Planet of the Apes Don Post 1st issue Cornelius Mask $152.50 3 Aug-05 12:31  

Mego Planet Of The Apes Galen Mint In Pack. Nice!!! $150.00 - Aug-08 19:14  
PLANET OF THE APES WAHLBERG SCREEN USED ACTION PROP COA $150.00 16 Jul-28 17:08 
Planet Of The Apes " Ape" In A Car ( MT Japan MIB)  $149.99 - Aug-03 20:00  
PLANET OF THE APES GORILLA COMBAT BLOUSE SCREEN USED NR  $147.50 16 Jul-31 18:47  
Mego Planet Of The Apes Alan Verdon Mint In Pack Human!  $140.00 - Aug-08 19:19  
PLANET OF THE APES MULTI SIGNED PHOTO UACC REGISTERED GBP 75.00 - Aug-08 15:02  
PLANET OF THE APES MULTI SIGNED PHOTO UACC REGISTERED GBP 75.00 - Aug-01 14:19  
A and B.C.Gum,Planet Of The Apes.  GBP 67.13 13 Aug-01 12:03  
PLANET OF THE APES 1 CGC 9.6 / 1975 CLASSIC !!!!!!!!!!  $119.95 1 Jul-27 17:07  
BENEATH THE PLANET OF THE APES 1970 Fre.47x63 $119.00 - Aug-06 08:38  
VINATGE 20TH CENTURY FOX PLANET OF THE APES MASK $118.05 10 Jul-29 19:31  
8 PLANET OF THE APES FIGURES + WAGON CAT. ETC.  $115.00 - Aug-01 18:30  
Planet of the Apes Mego MOC Unpunched Ursus NO Reserve!  $112.50 5 Jul-29 13:17  
Rare Mego 1970s Planet of the Apes Figures Plus a bonus collection of Ape Planet accessories $112.50 11 Aug-01 18:57  
Mego Planet Of The Apes Alan Verdon MIP, Lower Price!  $110.00 1 Aug-09 19:00  
Mego Planet Of The Apes Cornelius Mint In Pack. Nice!!!  $110.00 1 Aug-05 06:55  
Mego Planet Of The Apes Zira Mint In Pack. Hot!!!!!!!!!  $110.00 1 Aug-02 14:42  
Planet of the Apes - Beneath Combo poster HESTON R-1971  $107.50 5 Aug-03 19:33  
MEGO Planet of the Apes Collection - 1970s  $105.00 1 Aug-04 14:13  
Mego Planet of the Apes POTA vintage Action figure lot $100.00 2 Aug-04 10:31  
 
ITEMS THAT SOLD AT ONLY ONE PENNY !! 
ITEM TITLE/DESCRIPTION/ FINAL PRICE / # OF BIDDERS (SHOWS ITEM SOLD) / END OF AUCTION DATE AND TIME 
 
Planet Of The Apes movie display backlit light box Z46  $0.01 - Aug-09 21:10  
PLANET OF THE APES #1 ADVENTURE COMICS  $0.01 - Jul-26 19:45  
1 CENT COMICS-wholesa le-Planet of the Apes! NM  $0.01 1 Jul-28 16:16  
PLANET OF THE APES #2 ADVENTURE COMICS  $0.01 - Jul-26 19:46  
1 CENT COMICS-wholesa le-Planet of the Apes #2 M  $0.01 - Jul-28 16:40  
1 CENT CD ROM game Planet of the Apes PC game  $0.01 - Jul-28 15:48  
Planet Of The Apes movie display backlit light box Z46  $0.01 - Jul-27 20:17  
Planet of the Apes (2001) (no Reserve)  $0.01 - Aug-01 09:12  
Planet of the Apes 2 Disc Special Ed DVD Mark Wahlberg  $0.01 1 Jul-27 17:10  
Planet Of The Apes #9 Adventure Comics Comic VF+ NM $0.01 - Jul-28 18:23  
Planet Of The Apes movie display backlit light box Z46  $0.01 - Jul-31 03:41  
Planet Of The Apes #7 Adventure Comics Comic VF+ NM $0.01 1 Jul-28 18:23  
Planet of the Apes vhs Charleton Heston  $0.01 1 Jul-29 11:49  
Planet Of The Apes movie display backlit light box Z46  $0.01 - Jul-27 02:15  
Beneath the Planet of the Apes (1998)  $0.01 1 Jul-31 15:52  
Star Trek - Planet of The Apes - Batman - Superman   $0.01 - Aug-01 13:18  
LIMBO Action Figure - Planet of the Apes~NEW!   $0.01 - Aug-01 20:40  
1 CENT COMICS-wholesa le- Planet of the Apes #1 M  $0.01 - Jul-28 17:11  
Planet Of The Apes #6 Adventure Comics Comic VF+ NM $0.01 - Jul-28 18:23  
PLANET OF THE APES HELENA WAHLBERG TIM ROTH BURTON DVD  $0.01 1 Aug-08 17:38  
Planet Of The Apes- Mark Wahlberg Poster  $0.01 - Aug-08 16:38  
PLANET OF THE APES WALL CLOCK  $0.01 2 Aug-01 11:03  



 

 

"D A W N  O F  T H E  T R E E   P E O P L E" 
 

 
 
NARRATOR:  
Wandering across a land ravaged by a cataclysm beyond imagination in its 
horror, Pete, Alan and Galen reach an area strangely untouched by the 
destructive forces unleashed many centuries ago.  
 
VIRDON:  
Have you guys noticed how warm it's been getting the past few days?  
  
BURKE:  
Well, we HAVE been moving south. So I guess things haven't changed that 
much in 2000 years.  
 
GALEN:  
According to our ape theory of evolution, the origin of apes can be traced 
back to an area similar to this, with the appearance first of humans, followed 
by the superior ape species.  
 
(SOUND of galloping)  
 
GALEN:  
Uh oh, gorillas...  
 
BURKE:  
Yeah, looks like we're still being followed by the superior ape species!  
 
VIRDON:  
We're in luck. They didn't see us.  
 
BURKE:  
That Urko never gives up. He's got the word out on us all over the place.  
  
VIRDON:  
Yeah. So we've gotta find us a place to hole up for the night. It's going to be 
dark soon.  And I don't want to be caught sleeping in the open.  
 

BURKE:  
We seem to be on the edge of a big swamp. Maybe we can find a place in 
there. Sure gives plenty of cover, trees and things.  
 
GALEN:  
Ugh. I don't think I like it.  
 
BURKE:  
What do you think, Alan?  
 
VIRDON:  
I'd rather take my chances in there then out here. Let's go.  
 
(SOUND of tramping)  
 
NARRATOR:  
Making their way carefully through underbrush and mud, the three friends 
suddenly come to a small clearing.  
 
VIRDON:  
Look over there on the other side. The ground looks a little higher. And drier. 
And plenty of trees.  
 
BURKE:  
It's only about 50 yards across. Let's go!  
 
GALEN:  
I still don't like it.  
 
NARRATOR:  
Suddenly, a few yards from their objective...  
 
VIRDON:  
Hey, wha - - ! Pete! I'm stuck. No, don't come any closer. Quicksand!  
 
BURKE:  
Give me your hand! Quick!  
 
NARRATOR:  
Bracing himself to pull his companion free, Pete's feet suddenly sink, and he 
too is caught in the treacherous terrain.  
 
BURKE:  
Galen, don't try to reach us, go around us! And get to that dry land.  
 
GALEN:  
But I can't just leave you here!  
 
BURKE:  
Don't argue, just listen. When you get there, break off one of those tree 
branches and slide it out to us. Maybe that way you can pull us out of this 
mess. It's our only chance.  
 
GALEN:  
Right. OK. I'm on my way!  
 
(SOUND of running)  
 
VIRDON:  
He made it!  
 
(SOUND of branch breaking)  
 
BURKE:  
Good work, Galen! Now slide it out here. Hurry, we're sinking fast!  
 



 

 

(SOUND of activity)  
 
VIRDON: Too short! I can't reach it!  
 
BURKE:  
Neither can I ! Alan, it looks like we've had it!  
 
VIRDON:  
Oh lord, what a way to go!  
 
NARRATOR:  
Sinking deeper and deeper, they had almost disappeared beneath the surface. 
When suddenly, as they were lapsing into unconsciousness, they felt strong 
hands grasp them and pull them out to solid ground...and safety!  
 
VIRDON (coughing):  
What happened? Pete, where are you? Galen!  
 
MAGNUM:  
Easy now. Rest easy, your friends are alright.  
 
VIRDON:  
Oh, my head! Who are you?  
 
MAGNUM:  
I am Magnum, leader of the Tree People.  
 
GALEN:  
We're safe, Alan. Magnum and his son Molan pulled you both out of the 
quicksand. Just in time.  
 
BURKE:  
Ohh, you can say that again!  
 
VIRDON:  
Pete, you OK?  
 
BURKE:  
Outside of a mouthful of sand, yeah.  
 
VIRDON:  
Lucky thing for us you came along, Magnum and Molan. Thanks!  
 
MOLAN:  
No thanks are necessary.  
 
MAGNUM:  
If you feel strong enough to move, follow us. You'll stay in our village for the 
night. It's not safe here.  
 
(SOUND of walking)  
 
NARRATOR:  
Moving with the sure-footed instinct of born woodsmen, Magnum and his 
son lead the group along a moss-covered path through a morass of lush 
vegetation, mangrove thickets and snake-infested waters. And just as night 
falls...  
 
VIRDON:  
Lights ahead.  
 
BURKE:  
Is that a welcome sight!  
 
MAGNUM:  
Here we are.  

 
GALEN:  
I must say, any place is better than where we've been.  
 
MAGNUM:  
This is our village. Our home.  
 
BURKE:  
Village? Home? All I see is a big clearing in the woods.  
 
VIRDON:  
Lit up by torches.  
 
GALEN:  
But no people and no houses.  
 
MAGNUM (laughs):  
Look up!  
 
VIRDON:  
Well! What do you know...treehouses!  
 
BURKE:  
Guess I've seen everything. A land where apes live on the ground and 
humans live in trees.  
 
MAGNUM:  
Driven by fear of the gorillas, my ancestors took refuge here, where the 
gorillas do not dare enter.  
 
GALEN:  
I can't say I blame them.  
 
MAGNUM:  
They built their homes in the trees to be safe from the many creatures that 
roam in the night. But I'd like you to meet our people. And then we'll find 
you a treehouse for the night.  
 
GALEN:  
Me? Sleep in a tree?!  
 
MAGNUM:  
You can sleep on the ground if you prefer. But you may find alligators not 
the most congenial bedfellows.  
 
GALEN:  
Alligators? I'll take the tree.  
 
MAGNUM (laughs):  
Very wise of you. Alright, Molan. Ring the 'all clear' bell.  
 
(SOUND of a bell ringing)  
 
MAGNUM:  
In the morning we will settle this matter once and for all.  
 
BURKE:  
What does THAT mean?  
 
VIRDON:  
You got me. We'll just have to wait and see.  
 
NARRATOR:  
Climbing the ladder to the empty guest house, the three friends settle down 
for a much needed night sleep. Awakening at day break, they find a house 
well stocked with food.  



 

 

 
VIRDON:  
Not bad. Not bad at all.  
 
GALEN:  
Very good, if you ask me.  
 
BURKE:  
Good food, porch with a view. Best hotel I've checked into in a long time.  
 
GALEN:  
Hotel? What's that?  
 
BURKE:  
Well, it's a...  
 
(SOUND of a bell ringing)  
 
VIRDON:  
Listen. Sounds like the old school bell.  
 
HUMAN:  
Council meeting! Council meeting! All must attend. Council meeting!  
 
BURKE:  
I guess "all" includes us.  
 
 
VIRDON:  
Yeah. I've got a feeling it ESPECIALLY includes us. Let's go down, see 
what's up.  
 
(SOUND of a crowd)  
 
MAGNUM:  
This meeting has been called to settle a matter of grave importance. As you 
know, three strangers are here, fugitives from the apes.  
 
BRONTO:  
And I say they're spies FOR the apes!  
 
MAGNUM:  
You will have your turn to speak, Bronto, before the council makes it's 
decision. 
 
BRONTO:  
No council decisions! No wasting of time! I demand trial by the King!  
 
GIRL:  
Oh no!  
 
MAGNUM:  
Quiet! Quiet! It is the right of any citizen in a case involving village security 
to demand trial by the King instead of trial by council.  
 
BURKE:  
Trial? What's all this about a trial?  
 
VIRDON:  
I think we're going to find out right now.  
 
MAGNUM:  
Pete Burke, Alan Virdon and Galen.  In accordance with the customs of our 
people, one of you must accept the challenge of Bronto.  
 
VIRDON: Challenge to do what?  

 
MAGNUM:  
One of you must fight Bronto.  
 
BURKE:  
He's big, but looks muscle-bound. I think I can take him.  
 
MAGNUM:  
Armed only with short clubs, you will meet in the waters of King's Lagoon. 
And the King will decide who's the winner.  
 
GIRL:  
Surely there must be some other way!  
 
MAGNUM:  
Silence! You know the law.  
 
BURKE:  
Who is this "King"?  
 
MAGNUM:  
Look over there. The small pool. That is King's Lagoon.  
 
BURKE:  
Yeah. But I don't see anybody.  
 
MAGNUM:  
Watch. On the other side, when I throw this stone.  
 
(SOUND of the stone hitting the water followed by a big splash)  
 
BURKE:  
An alligator? Look at the size of him!  
 
MAGNUM:  
That is the King.  
 
BURKE:  
And HE'S the third man in the ring? Some referee!  
 
VIRDON:  
Pete, I'm taking this one. I did some alligator wrestling in the old days in 
Florida, if you'll remember. And I think I can handle our muscle-bound 
friend. OK, I'm your man, Bronto. Let's go down and get this over with.  
 
(SOUND of the combatants moving to the new location)  
 
HUMAN:  
Ready?  
 
VIRDON:  
Ready.  
 
BRONTO: Ready.  
 
HUMAN:  
Begin!  
 
(SOUND of grunts and effort)  
 
NARRATOR:  
As the two men fight savagely at the water's edge, a pair of beady eyes just 
above the surface of the lagoon can be seen approaching from the other side, 
gliding silently toward them.  
 
CROWD:  



 

 

The King! The King is coming!  
 
NARRATOR:  
Distracted by the shouts of the crowd, Alan turns his eyes away from his 
opponent for a quick glance at the approaching danger. But in that brief 
moment, Bronto strikes home with a vicious blow! And Alan falls, 
momentarily stunned.  
 
BURKE:  
Alan! Alan! I'm not going to stand here and let that alligator...  
 
MAGNUM:  
You will stay where you are! Guards, don't let him near the water.  
 
GALEN:  
Look, Pete! He's up! He's alright, fighting back. Ooh! Now Bronto's down.  
 
(SOUND of the crowd getting into it)  
 
GIRL:  
The King! He's heading straight for Bronto!  
 
MAGNUM:  
He has made his decision.  
 
NARRATOR:  
But, as the alligator moves in for the kill, Alan leaps on his back, wrestles 
him over and with one hand free he jams his club upright in between the 
monster's jaws, to the complete amazement of the whole village.  
 
(SOUND of crowd cheering)  
 
NARRATOR:  
With the creature thrashing about in impotent fury, his great jaws locked 
open, Alan pulls the unconscious Bronto out to safety.  
 
(SOUND of crowd controversy and cheers)  
 
BURKE:  
Good going, Alan! You OK?  
 
VIRDON (out of breath):  
Yeah. I'm OK.  
 
MAGNUM:  
Virdon, you had no right to interfere with the King's decision. According to 
the law of our people...  
 
VIRDON:  
You call that law? That throwback to the mentality of the dinosaurs? It's time 
that law was changed.  
BURKE:  
And for your people! Look at them. Their reaction to the rescue of Bronto 
proves they're ready for change.  
 
GIRL:  
Oh yes! It is time for a change. When Molan and I are one, we will not want 
our children to be born into a life of darkness and terror.  
 
MAGNUM:  
It would seem that too many years in the eternal twilight of this swamp have 
dimmed my vision. Perhaps a new leader.  
 
CROWD: 7 
No! No! We need you, Magnum!  
 

VIRDON:  
You have the wisdom of age and the faith of your people. All that is needed 
is the courage to face the world outside.  
 
MAGNUM:  
The world outside? You suggest that we abandon our homes and risk our 
lives out there?  
 
VIRDON:  
Things are changing out there.  
 
GALEN:  
Urko and his gorillas are only one segment of the ape community. There are 
others, more all the time who favor closer, peaceful relationship with 
humans. Like that of Pete and Alan. And me. 
 
MOLAN: 
They are right, Father. We have traded our right to live in the sun for a false 
security in the stagnation of the swamp. To grow, we need the sun.  
 
MAGNUM:  
Ah, the wisdom and courage of youth. So be it. (announces) Hear me! There 
will be a meeting of the council immediately. Burke, Galen and Virdon, will 
you join us?  
 
BURKE:  
Wouldn't miss it for the world!  
 
GALEN:  
Delighted.  
 
VIRDON: 
How can we pass up the chance to see something as beautiful as a sunrise? 
The new dawn of the Tree People.  
 
_________________________________________________________ 
 

 
30th ANNIVERSARY TV SHOW 
Contest Instructions and Rules 
 
· This contest is open to the general public. Only one entry  per person per week is 
allowed.  
· This contest will run 14 weeks with a weekly prize and a grand prize awarded at the 
conclusion of the 14 weeks. 
· Beginning on September 13th, each week a clip from the episode that premiered on 
that date in 1974 will be posted on this Kassidy Rae's Planet of the Apes: the 
Television Series website (http://planetoftheapestv.150m.com) and run until the next 
clip is posted.  
· Submissions for the previous week will not be accepted once the next episode's clip is 
posted.  
· After viewing the clip, answer the questions about it and email them to (we need to 
decide this). 
· The person that answers the most questions correctly will be that week's winner. In 
case of a tie, the person whose email was received first will be the winner. Weekly 
winners will be announced in the Planet of the Apes Yahoo group  
http://movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/pota/ every Tuesday beginning September 20th.  
· After the 14 weeks have ended the person who cumulatively answered the most 
questions correctly will be awarded the grand prize. To qualify for the grand prize all 
submissions must be received from the same email address. Submissions from two or 
more email addresses may not be combined to contribute to the cumulative total. 
· In the case of a tie, the person with the highest number of weekly wins will be 
declared the Grand Prize winner. If there is still a tie, an appropriate tiebreaker will be 
determined by the judges.  All decisions of the judges will be final                  
pota@yahoogroups.com  
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BEWARE THE BEAST The Comic !  
 

 
 

The comic debuted in print form in the UK fanzine Simian Scrolls #7 (Summer 
2003).  The comics are now readable online: 
 
http://movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/PotaDG/ 
http://www.goatley.com/pota/beast/bewarethebeast.html 
http://planetoftheapestv.150m.com/bb.html 
http://www.netcomuk.co.uk/~pdownes/potatv/btb3a.html 
 
The comic was completed and posted online August 14th 2004 and contains 12 
chapters of 3 pages each = 36 pages total 
 
It was then revised to facilitate a 22 page comic format and 7 pages were 
added that have not been made available to the public and will be a great 
surprise for readers when they get the comic in paper format! 
 
MICHAEL WHITTY Original Email Post on Sep 13, 2003  
 
About 6 months ago I sent a post on the POTADG saying that I wanted to hear 
from people interested in doing a comic story. I heard from Neil Foster, an 
Englishman in Australia, rather quickly. He sent down some illustrations and I 
started drooling! Neil also mentioned he had already penned comics so I was 
doubly lucky.   
 
Now I needed a story. A few were offered, but I knew that for this project we 
needed something small that could be converted into around 20 pages so that 
(1) it would not be too demanding on Neil, and (2) it would be completed 
relatively quickly. Dave Ballard sent me some of his work that met the criterion 
and he highlighted one in particular. It was called something else at the time 
(Dave – what was the original title?) but it really appealed. It also ties into at 
least one movie…..but that would spoil it…. 
 
So after we all exchanged a few ideas the story was reshaped slightly and 
ready for Neil to start. When Neil sent the first 3 pages I was in awe – it was like 
when I finally held an Adventure comic in my hand from the early 1990s (after a 
total POTA drought). I copied the original artwork and sent it to Dave Ballard in 
England to pen the words and have it published in Simian Scrolls. You have 
seen the results in Simian Scrolls #7. 
 
 
 

Creative Team: Michael Whitty (editor) / Dave 
Ballard (story) / Neil T. Foster (art) 

 
INTERVIEW WITH MICHAEL WHITTY (editor) 

 
The original idea to produce a comic was mine. I saw it as a unique way to 
promote the Yahoo! Discussion Group POTADG and the  

Fan Club - I was hoping to print up a few thousand and pass them out at 
conventions (YIKES! I wanted to spend all that money!). 

 
I asked for artists and authors to come forth but as fate would have it only Neil 

and Dave volunteered....so in a way I put the team together and in a way 
Mother Nature decided for me! 

 
Obstacles were how 3 individuals (with healthy egos!) work as a team, space 

between us, time, communication, acceptance and approval (of the POTA 
community). Turns out NONE of these were obstacles because everything 

really worked out brilliantly. 
 

Next obstacle was getting this comic PUBLISHED. We found the right people at 
Fox who politely referred us to Dark Horse (incorrectly it now seems as Fox now 
claim they do not know who holds the license for CLASSIC POTA!). The turning 
point was when Debbie at Fox saw some pages....I think she then realized we 

were not 15 year old nerds (but Middle Aged nerds - FAR more  respectable!!!). 
 

My plans are to seek from the fans what they want in a comic strip and try to 
give that to them. The next strip is a TV Show based strip (something marvel 
never did but could have - they could have just filled our void by giving us the 

adventures of Pete, Al and Galen!). Dave wrote this and another TV Show 
based strip featuring a new unique 

gorilla Bounty Hunter character, Juba. 
 

Currently Chris Lawless is writing stories based on the time between Planet and 
Beneath. Chris has stories from the "Return" environment too! That could be 

fun! 
 

Rich Handley is also involved in the writing team and I believe he and Chris are 
finally going to pen something together that they have wanted to do for years.  
The writing will be done to assure it contains the Planet of the Apes feel - there 
will be no generic strips with ape heads drawn on them here! 

 
 

Essentially I want to have these published monthly. If I do not get a publisher to 
do this, I will back it and fund it myself...I have been negotiating this with Fox. 
And this should involve all Classic POTA environments (well, not TOO much 
Return, but SOME!). Also looking at Planet of the Men, Unfilmed TV Show 

Scripts, unfinished Marvel scripts etc. 
 

Also looking at sequel to Battle. Whatever comics I am involved with will be 
mapped on a specific timeline, where Escape hails a NEW evolution of the 
Apes and the TV Show will be placed in a "Planet prequel" position...I don't 
actually want to go right out and say it IS a Planet Prequel, but I want all the 

evidence to suggest strongly that it COULD! 
 

When Dave showed me his stories, fate chose BTB again. I wanted something 
SHORT and ACHIEVABLE, and BTB was this and had a great story and other 
goodies like the Forbidden Zone, the Ship, bodies everywhere!  The story was 
THERE, and Dave essentially turned it into a comic of 3 page parts overnight 

(well, maybe a week or so but  BLOODY QUICK!). Similarly his other 2 stories - 
already written, just a matter of condensing and making them VISUAL, and 

again Dave did this promptly and expertly. 
 

Chris Lawless is working on his stories with a one month deadline and Neil is 
attempting to churn out a 22 page comic per month....wish us all luck! 

 
Dave did most of his work when he WROTE the stories. Then he added the text 
which must have also been  consuming. Neil sweated over his illustrations and 
when we eventually timed him we realized there is about 10 - 16 hours in page 

on average. I think Dave and Neil equally 
did most of the work and left me to do the administration and push the product 

to various publishers and Fox. 
 
 



 

 

 
 

INTERVIEW WITH DAVE BALLARD (story) 
 

The idea of a comic was Mike's - The essential story was mine and was based 
upon characters and situations created by Pierre Boulle.  Mike put the team 
together 
 
Some of the obstacles I had to face included:  
1. First of all I had to learn how to speak 'comic' My first attempt at a script read 
much like a movie script but Neil Foster (artist) requested more detail so we 
arrived at a 'language' a way of presenting things that we were all happy with. 
2. Breaking the whole story down into self contained 3 page chapters 
3. Teaching myself how to insert captions into the pictures (we deliberately 
avoided speech balloons to make this easier) 
 
The greatest part of putting the comic together?    1: Seeing the images in my 
mind perfectly captured on paper. 2: seeing the words and images combine to 
create something that is 100% POTA 
 
There were three people involved and we all worked as a TEAM. It was always 
the end result that mattered, never how we got there. 
 
The editor co-ordinated. He scanned, copied, and posted A/Ws and scripts. He 
made suggestions for script and artwork amendments. He encouraged, never 
letting Neil's or my enthusiasm sag (which it often threatened to do) He was a 
major contributor to the spectacular climax. He liaised with web-masters to get 
the end results posted and he often acted as peacemaker between two pain-in-
the-arse creative types. If ever there was a stalemate he had the casting vote 
and long after Artist and Writer have finished their bit his work goes on to find a 
publisher... Oh yeah - and he made the tea (tasted like s*** though)! 

 
INTERVIEW WITH NEIL T. FOSTER (art) 

 
The average page worked out at about 10 hours for plotting up to final pencils 
and then about 4 - 5 hours on top of that to ink a page. 
 
This doesn't of course include the time scouring the internet and books for 
reference pictures etc. 
 
The amazing thing is that in the whole comic there was only one panel that 
Dave was not happy with that had to be changed. I would finish the pages 
(usually 3 at a time) from Dave's script, send them to Mike who would send 
copies to Dave to add the words. Then Dave would send the finished pages to 
us to check and if needed offer suggestions for changes to the placement of the 
words, their 'flow', etc. and any other little bits of tweaking that needed doing 
before Mr Whitty unleashed them on the world by securing space on various 
web sites. 

 
 

LIMITED EDITION PRINT OF BEWARE THE BEAST ART  
Limited Edition Print of Neil's painting from BTB. 

 
We are offering these 50.5 cm x 35.5 cm posters at a special price - 

one per person.  It will cost you $19.99 for it to be rolled and delivered 
to you via Air Mail.  Each poster is individually nubered and signed by 

the artist, Neil Foster.  
Contact Michael Whitty at whitty@cyberone.com.au  

 

 



 

 

The Making of  
LAST STAND IN THE FORBIDDEN 
ZONE  

Introduction/Interview with Dave Ballard: 
 

What follows is the original short story upon which the fan 
produced comic ‘Beware the Beast’ was based. Until 
recently it was never fully completed - rather it was 
abandoned after being selected for the comic adaptation 
treatment. I have taken the opportunity to correct grammar 
and similar mistakes but I’ve avoided the temptation to 
revise it more than that. You now have the prose version 
and the comic - hopefully there are enough differences 
between the two that the reader can enjoy both. 
 
how you came up with it? 
 
I was watching ‘Beneath’ particularly the early scenes with 
Brent and Skipper at the site of the crashed ship. As Brent 
and Nova ride away I just asked myself the question ‘What 
would an ape, stumbling upon that ship, make of it?”  
 
when you wrote it how long it took? 
 
Sorry, I didn’t time myself. I didn’t write it all in one session, 
just fitted a little in here and there whenever I could. I 
would say in total anywhere between 4-10 hours 
 
what is it based on? 
 
Clearly it’s based upon the time, world and situations seen 
in Planet and Beneath. I wanted a short, self-contained 
story that referenced what we already knew but didn’t 
conflict with it. I wanted a story that ‘felt’ like classic POTA 
but also one that hadn’t been seen before. 
 
How does it tie in with Beware the beast? 
 
It’s working title (which I’ve kept for this prose version) was 
‘Last stand in the Forbidden zone”. When it was chosen for 
adapting into a comic we all felt this title gave the game 
away. (always a problem) I honestly can’t remember who 
suggested ‘Beware the Beast’ but we all liked it. 1: It gave 
nothing away. 2: It is a reference to the movies and 3: It 
can be taken literally as a warning to Gideon to beware the 
humans who attack him. 
 
 
Who is Gideon? 
 
Gideon is an original character (albeit one based on the 
movies) He’s an exterminator for Ape City. He’s not a 
soldier or a policemen. He possibly works for a commission 
- the more humans he kills the more money he makes. He 
is loosely based on the old American West trapper/hunters 
who would disappear for weeks at a time to accumulate the 
skins of various animals. 
 
How did you come up with the name and character? 
 
The name was taken from my list of cool sounding POTA-
style names that I refer to whenever trying to establish a 
new character. (Damian, Joshua, Felix etc) The character 
just grew out of the situation in which I placed him. 
 

 
 
LAST STAND IN THE FORBIDDEN ZONE  
By Dave Ballard 
 
The bark of the tree exploded in pulverized fragments.  
 
The human that had been sheltering in its leafy shade was up 
and running almost instantly. It knew the sound of a rifle when it 
heard one, and naked, animal instinct took care of all else. 
 
“Dammit!” Gideon, a gorilla working for the Extermination 
Authority, came out from hiding in the long grass and tracked 
the back of the fleeing animal with the front sight of his rifle. The 
animal was now well out of the range of basic issue weaponry 
but he fired again anyway, knowing the bullet was going to miss 
before he even pulled the trigger. 
 
The human, slowing to a stop, turned and looked back at him 
over its shoulder.  
 
How did they do that? Gideon wondered - how did they always 
seem to know when they were out of range?  
 
The Ape and human stood, eyeing each other over the wide 
expanse of impossibly green grass that separated them. Was 
the animal mocking him? He wondered. Daring him perhaps to 
give chase? He waved his arms above his head and tried to 
look threatening. “Yarrr!” he screamed, expecting to see the 
beast turn and run. Maddeningly it merely proceeded to munch 
on an ear of corn that it had carried along with it and continued 
to watch the gorilla with idle curiosity. 
 
“Son-of-a-bitch.” Gideon hissed beneath his breath. He raised 
the rifle to his shoulder and sighted more carefully down the 
barrel. The human watched calmly and stood its ground, 
chewing all the while. The gorilla allowed the muzzle of the rifle 
to drop without firing a shot. “You wanna play?” he called 



 

 

across the field, knowing full well that the creature was oblivious 
to language. “All right then… we’ll play,” he muttered to himself. 
Even under ideal conditions the animal was at least twenty feet 
out of the range of his rifle. Gideon took a step forward, moving 
slowly, doing nothing that might spook the beast. Another step 
and then another, while the human watched and chewed. 
 
Slowly but surely, he managed to close the distance. Ten feet 
remained, then eight, then five. He took another step when the 
human turned and bolted. 
 
“Bastard!” he shouted. Now he was getting angry, the human 
was indeed mocking his hunting prowess, he just knew it. He 
turned and ran back to his horse.  
 
This one wasn’t getting away. 
 
He slid the rifle into its holster and hauled himself up into the 
saddle. Digging his heels into the animal’s flanks he rode in the 
direction he’d last seen his prey. He urged the horse faster but 
already the human had gone, vanished like a drop of water in a 
desert. Gideon turned the horse around in a small circle, 
studying fresh indentations in the grass and soil. He turned to 
face the wasteland and caught a flash of sun-bronzed hide 
vanishing behind a formation of rocks. “Ah HA!” the gorilla 
yelled, quickly turning his horse around and giving chase.  

 
*****  

 
When he reached the formation he found it surprisingly dense. 
Forced to dismount, he pulled out the rifle again and continued 
on foot. “Stay here,” he called over his shoulder at the grazing 
horse. “This won’t take long.” 
 
The formations were like a maze. Narrow pathways winding left 
and right would terminate abruptly in dead ends. He looked 
around and high above saw something move. The human was 
now running along a rocky ledge. He noted its path and then 
watched as it again disappeared from sight. Gideon grunted in 
annoyance. To follow he would now have to climb up after it. 
This was going to take longer than he’d promised the horse.  
 
The rocks themselves weren’t much of an obstacle but the heat 
of the wilderness wore him down. By the time he reached the 
top he was gasping for breath and sweating heavily. He 
remembered the canteen hanging from the saddle and cursed 
his luck. This human was going to pay dearly for all the trouble 
it had caused. He pulled himself up to the summit and 
clambered to his feet. Then, shielding his eyes from the glare of 
the sun, he looked around. 
 
To his left a bundle of rags and sticks had been crudely 
arranged into vaguely humanoid form and stood silently, 
watching over the desert with a silent and menacing disposition. 
Gideon hesitated, he recognized it of course and felt no fear but 
all the same it made him uneasy. The scarecrow designated 
that he was at the very borders of the Forbidden Zone. One 
step further and he would be breaking one of the most sacred 
of laws.  
 
He studied the terrain. In three directions lay nothing but the 
barren, desert wasteland that typified the Zone. Behind him lay 
the rocky barrier, his horse and a cool drink of water. 
 
What had he been thinking? He shook his head and turned 
back.  
 
A skitter of pebbles attracted his attention and there, down 
below he saw his human quarry leaping off some lower rocks 
onto the desert floor. Gideon grinned and sank to one knee. He 
aimed his rifle carefully. The distance was considerable but it 

was downhill all the way. He squeezed the trigger and the 
weapon bucked in his hands. Down below the human span 
around in a half circle as if punched by some unseen opponent 
and then fell to the ground. “Take that!” Gideon spat with 
malicious satisfaction. The human lay in the dust unmoving - 
and then began to pull itself upright. 
 
What the hell?  
 
It was now on its feet and nursing one arm with the other. It 
began to lope away. Gideon lifted the rifle again and fired, 
seeing a puff of dust kick up at the animal’s feet. He sighed and 
cursed with frustration. 
 
This had gone far enough. To follow was both stupid and illegal. 
He hated leaving unfinished business but to pursue the matter 
any further would be nothing less than insanity. The creature 
was well out of range again but moving slowly. It left behind a 
crimson trail of spattered droplets in its wake. It would be so 
easy to follow, so easy to kill. 
 
There had never been a ‘one that got away’ and Gideon wasn’t 
prepared for this to be his first. He regarded the scarecrow. 
“You won’t tell anybody will you?” he asked. The sentinel stood 
silently, one corner of the rag that covered it lifting slightly in an 
almost non-existent breeze. “Hmmph, I can only take your 
silence as confirmation that you approve.” 
 
He began to descend, following the trail of the injured human. 
 
He checked the position of the sun in the sky and found that it 
was around mid-afternoon. It would have been better to find 
some shady spot among the rocks, shelter awhile and then 
continue his pursuit in an hour or so. But that would allow the 
lucky brute to pull even further ahead. Gideon grimaced and 
pushed on. 
 
The Forbidden Zone was an uninspiring place, this close to its 
borders small ugly bushes and shrubs offered some 
concealment along with odd jagged rock formations that, like 
gnarled old fingers, jutted from the earth and pointed towards 
the sky. The trail was easy to follow because the animal was 
losing a lot of blood. If Gideon didn’t catch up with it soon it 
would probably die anyway. 
 
The trail led in the direction of a cluster of large, flat, leaning 
rocks that offered a natural canopy of shade from the heat and 
glare of the sun. Gideon un-slung his rifle and approached it 
stealthily. He wasn’t afraid of the animal, he just wanted to end 
this affair once and for all and be on his way. 
 
His nostrils flared - he could smell it even from here.  
 
Two dozen paces away. It sat in the shade, its back against the 
rock, listing awkwardly to one side. The chest rose and fell 
slowly, weakly. Gideon had been right. He was just in time. 
 
He leveled the rifle and cocked the hammer as the beast looked 
up, right into his eyes.  
 
He fired. 
 
The animal jerked and slammed back against the rocks and 
then fell forward… dead. 
 
The gorilla grunted with satisfaction. He looked around and 
found other impressions in the dust. Gnawed animal bones 
littered the floor and piles of excrement rotted and stank in the 
intolerable heat. Evidently he’d stumbled on a nest.  
 
There was a sound from behind him and the gorilla whirled 



 

 

around bringing up the rifle. He saw nothing. His nose twitched 
and he moved forward warily. In a darkened corner of the cave-
like shelter something was moving. Gideon waited while his 
eyes adjusted to the shadows and then snorted. 
 
The human pup lay on a mound of piled rags and grasses. Its 
tiny arms and legs pawing and kicking at the air as it wiggled 
the way that babies do. Gideon wrinkled his nose in disgust, 
seeing nothing but another generation of vermin. 
 
He found a large rock, felt its heavy weight in the palm of his 
hand and moved forward. 
 
Then something struck him above the eye. 
 
“Yoww!” he cried, dropping the rock and stumbling backward. 
Something warm and wet was running down his face, into his 
eyes and stinging them. He lifted his fingers, touched his 
forehead and brought them down, glistening wetly and stained 
deep crimson. Another stone hit him in the shoulder and he 
grunted more in surprise than hurt. A darting movement and a 
human doe ran into the shelter, scooped up the baby and was 
gone in a heartbeat. Gideon roared after her in fury. 
 
Another projectile thudded into the small of his back and then 
another caught him on the shoulder. In a rage he fired the rifle, 
the resulting explosion of noise in such a confined space 
making his ears ring but at least the rain of stones had stopped.  
 
A human buck broke from cover and ran from the left to the 
right. Gideon raised his rifle and shot it dead. It crumpled into 
the earth raising a cloud of dust where it fell. With growing 
anger the gorilla rushed from the cave sweeping his rifle left 
and right looking for more targets.  
 
A fleeting movement! 
 
He turned and fired, hitting nothing. 
 
Another behind him!  
 
He whipped around firing from the hip. Another animal, this one 
female, flew backwards as the slug caught her below the breast 
lifting her high off her feet and throwing her backwards several 
feet. She lay still and did not move amidst a spreading pool of 
blood. 
 
“Stinking vermin…I’ll kill you all!” Gideon roared, firing another 
round into the air to punctuate his threat. 
 
Another stone arced through the air, striking him just above his 
nose and squarely between the eyes. He dropped the rifle as 
his vision swam and his legs turned to rubber beneath him. He 
shook his head and sank to his knees.  
 
A bronzed figure ran in to the shelter brandishing a stick. It 
clubbed him over the shoulders and was gone. Another came 
from off to his left. By reflex more than skill Gideon’s hand shot 
out and caught the wretched creature by the throat. It turned 
and twisted in his grasp, trying to kick, scratch and bite at the 
fist that held it. Gideon snarled and slammed it once, twice, 
three times against the rock face. It struggles ceased and it 
sank into a bloodied heap. Now, back on his feet he retrieved 
his rifle with one hand and pulled his handgun with the other. 
 
There was another barely perceived movement and Gideon 
fired the handgun having the satisfaction of seeing another 
wretched beast throw up its arms and spin wildly before falling 
to the dust. 
 
Enough was enough… It was time to take control of this 

situation. Gideon primed both weapons and rushed out into the 
sunlight, screaming, yelling, ready to shoot anything that 
moved.  
 
He skidded to a halt, his face a picture of surprise. 
 
Before him was a gathered herd of at least fifty of the filthy 
creatures. At his appearance most had scattered and were 
running away but some had hesitated, holding their ground. He 
fired three quick shots into the crowd. One human was hit twice 
in the chest, fell and didn’t get up. Another was hit in the hand 
and sank to its knees licking and sucking at the wound in mute 
torment. 
 
They were all so quiet it was almost unsettling. He fired the 
pistol again and it clicked on empty. 
 
By now the humans had all but disappeared. With his rifle he 
aimed carefully at the retreating back of a tall, muscular buck 
and squeezed the trigger carefully. Its chest blew apart. 
 
Gideon stood panting, bleeding and alone. Around him the 
carcasses of almost a dozen of the miserable vermin polluted 
the ground. They were not going to believe this back at Ape 
City. 
 
He checked the gash above his eye and found the bleeding had 
slowed. In the distance he again saw signs of activity. A fleeting 
movement here, a darting sprint there... He gripped the rifle 
tighter… 
 
They were re-grouping. 
 
He checked his weapons. In his saddlebags there were ample 
supplies but here, in his pockets, he only enough to reload the 
six-shot pistol and another three bullets to spare. The rifle held 
eight rounds – he only had four. 
 
Thirteen shots then… Unlucky for some, he mused. 
 
He reloaded the weapons. He wasn’t afraid, he was merely 
furious. What had begun as a mere distraction had descended 
into a farce. He had estimated close to a hundred humans and 
if he had to kill them all with just his bare hands then he would – 
but he resented the amount of time it would take to do it. 
 
He hadn’t been overly surprised to find them using tools. He’d 
witnessed similar behavior in the city zoo. They’d use stones to 
crack nuts or maybe sticks to knock fruit from trees. It was their 
aggression that had caught him off guard. He remembered the 
baby in the cave that he had almost killed. It wasn’t unusual for 
some animals to protect their young and humans, it seemed, 
were no different. He shrugged and concluded that odds of a 
hundred to one would be universally considered pretty 
favorable - whatever species you happened to be.  
 
He finished loading his weapons and marched out to confront 
the herd. Once he started shooting a few the others would 
quickly scatter and trouble him no more. 
 
He spied a male, somewhat bolder than the others, squatting in 
plain sight upon a rock and watching his approach. He raised 
the rifle to his shoulder, sighted, pulled the trigger and had the 
pleasure of seeing the top of its head fly off in a scarlet mist. 
Predictably a large number of humans scattered and ran.  
 
Worryingly a small number did not. 
 
Gideon faltered in his bold approach and felt the first pangs of 
unease begin to settle in his gut. Ahead of him the animals 
were coming out from their hiding places. Above him more had 



 

 

appeared on rocky ledges. He’d underestimated their numbers; 
there were now a hundred at least. 
 
More rocks and stones began to fly in his direction, all landing 
far short of their intended target. 
 
Gideon stood confused, not knowing what to do. If he charged 
them would they break apart and scatter allowing him to return 
to his horse and supplies unhindered? Probably – 
 
But if they didn’t…  
 
If they got it into whatever passed for their minds to hurl two 
hundred rocks in his direction at once - what chance would he 
stand? 
 
He began to back away, back toward the sheltering slab of 
rock. NO! A voice in his mind warned. Not there! That’s what 
they’re protecting! 
 
Go around then? 
 
He edged away giving the shelter a wide berth. He continued 
retreating, deeper into the Forbidden Zone, looking back over 
his shoulder occasionally to see if they followed. At first they 
did, warily at first and then bolder. He had a bad moment where 
he seriously thought he might have to fight for his life. The very 
idea seemed inconceivable but then he was relieved to see 
them appear to lose interest and fall behind. He breathed a long 
sigh of relief. He would walk another half mile or so and then 
swing around in a wide arc, which would eventually bring him 
back to where he wanted to be. After that he could return at his 
leisure and kill them all. 
 
He looked up at the sky and realized there was no way he could 
do any of this before nightfall. 
 
He continued to walk until long after darkness had fallen. There 
was no moonlight to guide his steps, only a strange luminosity 
from which there was just enough radiance to confirm that he 
was hopelessly lost. 
 
The landmarks around him were deceptive. They seemed to 
shift and change if he looked away for just a moment.  
 
And he was sure he heard voices. 
 
Mournful cries, which floated across the shimmering air of an 
otherwise silent wasteland. Gideon shivered, although he felt 
far from cold. He walked a little more, each step less 
enthusiastic than the last and finally decided to give up, at least 
until morning. 
 

****  
 
He awoke with a start and jumped to his feet. 
 
It was daylight and already growing hot. He shook his head, not 
sure what had disturbed him. Maybe he had been dreaming? 
He couldn’t remember. Like a guilty memory his dilemma came 
floating back and he looked around seeing nothing but 
wasteland in all directions. Nothing looked familiar, he had no 
idea where he was or in which direction he should go. He 
studied the horizon, which swam in and out of focus on dancing 
bands of heat. 
 
Was something moving out there? 
 
He shaded his eyes with the flat of his hand and watched. 
 
Yes, something was definitely moving… to far off to make out 

clearly but whatever it might be it was coming his way. He 
waited while the thing came nearer and slowly revealed itself. 
 
It was the herd of humans. 
 
Fear stabbed his heart and he felt both foolish and ashamed. 
He was an adult gorilla not some chimpanzee infant. If they 
were coming for him he would have to make a stand. If he were 
to die in this accursed place then he would take most of them 
with him. He would give them a battle that even their feeble 
minds would remember for years to come. 
 
He looked around his immediate surroundings. 
 
But not here… 
 
Ahead, a mile away, were more of those damn, rocks. If he 
made his stand there he might last a little longer. 
 
Gideon picked up his weapons and ran. 
 
They were far behind but they were gaining, they were lighter 
than he and more adapted to the fierce heat of the Forbidden 
Zone. Gideon was confident he could reach the rocks ahead of 
them but he would have to keep moving and run all the way. He 
glanced over his shoulder, perhaps if they came within rifle 
range he might pick a few off, that might slow them or at least 
give them something to think about. 
 
The rocks drew closer and were suddenly all around. Gideon 
leaned against one and breathing harshly raised his rifle. He 
shot the pack leader and saw him roll under the legs of those 
behind, tripping several and causing a satisfying degree of 
chaos. He fired again and another fell with similar results. Now 
they were slowing, now they were getting the message. He 
selected another at random and fired. The effect of his rifle was 
causing dissention in the ranks, some were turning to run, 
others hopped from one foot to the other undecided what to do 
but all in that eerie, almost supernatural silence. 
 
He chose another target and squeezed the trigger but nothing 
happened. 
 
“Damn!” He cursed. The rifle was out of ammo. He almost 
tossed it away in frustration but held on to it. It might make a 
good clubbing weapon if it came to that. 
 
He turned and retreated deeper into the rocks. 
 
The formation was small, an oasis of rocks in a wasteland of 
dust and ash and Gideon abruptly found himself on the other 
side and in the open. 
 
Almost. 
 
He saw something, something new. Something that made him 
forget his predicament and stare in slack-jawed confusion. 
 
Before him, twisted and scattered across the desert floor was 
the burned out husk of a most peculiar construction. 
 
Once it had been white but now it was streaked with black and 
grey soot. It was conical in shape, the front end relatively intact 
but the back nothing more than a scorched framework of fragile 
cinders. Gideon stared some more in utter incomprehension of 
what he saw. His nostrils flared as he sniffed the air. Whatever 
had happened here had happened not too long ago. He could 
still smell the acrid stench of the blaze that had destroyed the… 
thing. 
 
He turned his head just a little and found a freshly dug grave. 



 

 

 
Remembering he had more pressing matters to attend to 
Gideon tore himself away and re-entered the protection of the 
rocky formations. He saw the humans, still fretting and hovering 
some distance away. Occasionally one would throw a stone or 
run ahead a few paces before throwing up its arm and 
retreating again. You didn’t need to be a behavioral 
psychologist to see they were working themselves up. If he 
could make it until nightfall he would attempt to lose them in the 
dark. The chances were good they would be afraid of it. He 
glanced at the Sun. there was along way to go until then. He 
looked again at the mysterious grave. “Got room in there for 
more?” he asked.  
 
Gideon checked his still, fully loaded, pistol and fingered the 
spare three rounds in his pocket. To make every shot count he 
would have to allow them to get uncomfortably close. He 
wondered for a moment if he ought to save one round for 
himself then snorted with disgust at this momentary lapse into 
cowardice.  
 
He didn’t need firearms – he would kill them all. 
 
The ground was littered with thousands of small, sharp stones. 
His ammo was severely limited while theirs was in abundance. 
He picked one up and hefted it in his palm. If he threw it would 
they assume he was out of ammo and that it was safe to 
attack? Were they capable of that level of reasoning? He didn’t 
know anymore. He didn’t think so but it might be prudent not to 
find out until absolutely necessary. 
 
He would wait here. If they attacked he would deal with them. 
Shoot as many as he could then use the rifle as a club. If that 
were lost or broken then he would hurl stones and after that 
only his teeth and bare hands. If by sheer weight of numbers 
they should overwhelm him then he would die. 
 
So be it. 
 
His last stand began sooner than he expected. 
 

*****  
 
He hadn’t been looking when the first wave came. It was a male 
and two females. They scampered forward, sometimes on all 
fours and quickly clambered over the rocks to where Gideon 
rested. By instinct he raised the pistol, quickly realized there 
were only three and decided to conserve his ammo. Instead he 
charged to meet them. The Male turned and ran quickly 
disappearing back from where he’d came but the females held 
their ground and threatened him with their pitiful sticks. Gideon 
crushed their skulls in an instant. If the rest of the battle was 
going to be this easy he had little to worry about. 
 
The burst of violence seemed to frighten them and hold them at 
bay but he knew it was only a temporary respite. He leapt up 
among the rocks standing in full view of the growing hoard. 
 
“Come on then!” he challenged. The very sound of his voice 
causing consternation among their ranks, “what are you waiting 
for?” 
 
The rocks began to fly, only one or two reaching as far as the 
protective formations. Gideon laughed and leapt back down. 
 
And at that moment they came. 
 
Gideon didn’t know if it was all of them but it sure felt like it. He 
held his rifle by the barrel and charged to meet them head on 
as they surged over the rocks like a wave. The first half dozen 
he clubbed easily, felling them in their tracks and seeing their 

bodies obstruct those behind. He struck out at another but it 
ducked and the rifle shattered against the rocks behind. Gideon 
threw the useless remains aside and pulled his pistol.  
 
Like fist-sized hailstones, rocks began to rain down. They 
weren’t thrown with any precision or skill but they still hurt. He 
shot a human in the face and then another in the gut and then it 
was too late to choose individual targets.  
 
He began to retreat deeper into the formations. They hadn’t yet 
realized the rock cluster was so small but it wouldn’t be long. In 
moments he would be surrounded. He caught a movement at 
the corner of his eye and looked up just in time to see one of 
the animals leaping off a high ledge. Gideon lifted his arm, 
caught the human mid air then re-directed his momentum so he 
head butted the jagged rock face instead. Another leapt on his 
back, biting, kicking and scratching. He felt a sharp pain in his 
ear and roared with fury. He reached over his shoulder, 
grabbed the offending creature and threw it back at its 
comrades. He reached up and touched where it hurt. His ear 
was gone. 
 
He raised the pistol and emptied it into the writhing mass. 
 
Then he turned and ran. 
 
A small number of Humans had found their way around the 
formation and stood between him and the strange construction. 
Gideon didn’t stop but went right through them leaving broken 
bones and crushed bodies in his wake. This close to the burnt-
out remnants of whatever-it-was the gorilla now realized that 
there was some kind of entrance in the dart shaped conical 
section. With a grunt of exertion he hauled himself up and leapt 
into a circular hole. 
 
He found himself in another world. 
 
One so alien and unfamiliar there was nothing he truly 
recognized. 
 
The acrid stench of the fire still lingered but the small area in 
which he found himself was relatively unscathed. Behind him, a 
wall had prevented the worst of the flames from reaching this 
small section and he found himself surrounded by strange 
sights and shapes in the cramped space. He heard muffled 
thuds as the humans outside began climbing up onto the 
wreckage looking for him. One poked its head into the cabin 
and Gideon punched it in the face with all his might, feeling 
bones splinter and crack beneath his fist. It slumped lifeless 
and a moment later was hauled out of the way by those behind 
it. 
 
He checked his pistol and fed his last three bullets into it. 
 
Gideon listened to the movements outside as he searched the 
cramped space for a usable weapon. He found nothing, only a 
chair. Gideon tried to sit but found it too small for his 350lb body 
- so he leaned against a wall instead. 
 
Another hairless face risked a look inside the cabin and Gideon 
shot it between the eyes. Just like the other it was quickly 
dragged away. 
 
It was a good place to make a stand. The humans could only 
enter one at a time and Gideon could kill many in that fashion. 
Exhaustion and lack of nourishment might eventually get the 
better of him but maybe they would tire and give up before then. 
 
Only time would tell. 



 

 

PLANET OF THE APES ENCYCLOPEDIA :  THE GOOD SEEDS 
 
Breakdown of the storyline and scenes - A-Z reference of all characters and items from the classic 1974 TV 
episode 
 
1             TV Show Opening Credits (same for all TV episodes)  Astronauts Virdon and Burke are in their space craft as 
their ship is thrown into the future.  The          scene transposes to the future world of Apes with       footage of the 
astronauts on the run from gorillas with a shot of Galen.   Earth time and Ship time            match dates at August 19th 
1980.  The latest date shown for the earth time clock is June 14th  3085.  Credits read:  Roddy McDowall, Ron Harper, 
               James Naughton 
2             Three gorilla soldiers are on the chase for the fugitives.  They stop near a stream of water and find fresh horse 
tracks.   
3             The three fugitives, Virdon, Burke and Galen stop at the top of a hill.  Galen can’t keep up.   They look around 
and can’t see Urko’s gorillas that are              chasing them.  They hope to make the forest before dark. 
4             It is now dark and the three fugitives continue to walk onward but finally stop for a break.  Burke wants to stop for 
the night but Virdon wants to move on           to get a huge lead on the gorillas.  He pulls out his compass which he uses 
to guide them.  He explains to Galen that it always points to North.  Galen            thinks the compass is witchcraft.  Virdon 
says he made the compass.  Burke asks Virdon to next time build him a Trail bike Twin Jet.   
5             Urko’s three gorilla soldiers all on horseback carry torches as they hunt through the night for the fugitives.  They 
are close on their trail but the cloud  covering in the sky is throwing off their direction.  The one gorilla states It is forbidden 
to travel without the stars.  The other gorilla states nothing is    forbidden when you work for Urko.  The gorillas stop for 
the night.   
6             Burke is ready to collapse from walking so long.  He asks himself why he didn’t buy that nice little bar back in 
Jersey City.  Galen goes ahead of them         and falls over a cliff.  The two run around the trees down the hill to where 
Galen is lying.  His leg is bleeding.  Virdon tries to stop the bleeding.   
7             The next morning Virdon and Burke are walking carrying Galen on a handmade stretcher.  Up ahead Virdon 
notices a farm.  They carry Galen into the      farm yard.  The sound of a cow can be heard.    Virdon knocks on the house 
to see if anyone is home.  Polar, a mature male ape comes out and tells              Virdon to get away and threatens that he 
has clubs and corn knives.  He says he will not help humans but then sees its Galen lying hurt.  As he goes to           see 
three other apes in the farm family peek out the front door.  All four of the ape family come out = Zantes, Anto, Remus 
and Jillian.  Anto the son    carries a weapon as protection.  Zantes, the ape mother is concerned for Galen’s injury.  The 
apes assume that Galen was a prisoner of the            humans.               Galen corrects them and so they assume Galen 
is a rich ape and Virdon and Burke must be his servants.   Zantes, the ape wife states to bring him in.           Polar states 
that he and his son Anto will carry Galen into the house.  The humans are not allowed.  They will stay in the barn and to 
not steal anything.   
8             Virdon and Burke go into the barn where there is the lone cow.  They lay down on some hay to sleep. 
9             Later on Anto, the young male ape comes in with a pitchfork and angrily pokes at Burke.  Burke and Virdon jump 
up from their sleep.  Burke calls Anto             Sarge.  Anto angrily asks them why they slept so close to the cow stating 
that everyone knows that humans are a curse to cows.  Five years he has            waited for a bull calf.  He needs his own 
ox to start his own farm but he has received nothing but female calf’s.  When an farmers son becomes of age            he 
has to wait for a bull calf before he can start his own farm.  Remus, the younger ape son comes in to tell the humans that 
Galen wants to see them.   Anto tells the humans to wash up - they smell.   
10           Inside the house Galen thanks Zantes for helping him.  He feels better.   Zantes tells him that she once trained 
to be a nurse before she met Polar.               Polar states the city is no place to raise a family.  Polar then talks of all the 
problems each one of the family is having.  He states that his daughter   Jillian is still not a wife which embarrasses her.  
Galen tells Polar to let the humans Burke and Virdon stay.   
11           Outside Virdon and Burke have removed their shirts to wash at a large bucket of water.  Remus and Polar come 
outside.  Polar tells Virdon and Burke             that he will let them stay until Galen is well or can walk.  Anto arrives to 
argue this.  He says they must stay away from the cow.  Polar states that the       humans will work everyday as if he 
could actually afford them.  Young Remus wants one of the humans to be his.  One police gorilla rides on horseback 
               into the farmyard.  Polar tells Virdon and Burke to hide in the back.  The gorilla asks if they have seen escaped 
bonded slaves.  Polar and his wife  Zantes tell the soldier that they can’t help him, they are just poor farmers.   Anto 
wonders if there is a reward for the capture of the humans.   
12           The next day Virdon and Polar are busy removing large rocks from the field.  Virdon tells Polar that he lifted half 
the rocks in Jackson County when he            was a boy.  Polar says there is no such a place.   Virdon tells Polar it will get 
worse every year if they keep plowing the way they do.  Virdon gives him a          demonstration with a stick in the mud of 
how water will hold the top soil if you plough sideways rather than up and down the hill.  Anto says its            foolishness.  
Virdon tells Polar that his family owned a farm when he was young.  Polar says he will plough the way Virdon 
demonstrated but Anto will              have no part of it.   
13           Burke is carrying long wooden sticks to make a fence.  Remus runs out and orders him to stop.  Remus tells him 
to make fence of poles sticking out of            the ground.  Burke tells him its better to make sideways.  Remus says 
fences never last long.  Burke convinces him and Remus asks him who taught    him to build a fence like that.  Burke 
says Abraham Lincoln.   
14           Wide shot of Central City with dozens of gorillas, chimps and orangutans walking the streets. 
15           Inside a home in the city is General Urko criticizing one of his gorilla soldiers.   General Urko looks at his map on 
the wall and asks the soldier how far it           is.  Four days hard ride from the city to where they were last seen.   Urko 
looks on his map and points out farm country - tenant farms and a few   plantations.   Urko says they could steal horses 
there but the soldier says its death in that area for a human or peasant to steal a horse.  Urko wants the       gorilla to go 
back there and says the gods will guide them.   
16           Anto tells his father Polar that its crazy that Virdon is trying to make an ox pitch hay into the barn.   But it works 



 

 

and with Virdon’s help a huge bale of             hay is pulled up into the top of the barn.   The cow makes some moaning 
noises and Polar, Anto and Virdon run into the barn.    The cow is lying down.      Anto says it is dying but Virdon says the 
cow is 2-3 days away from giving birth.    
17           Zantes is sewing in the house while she talks to Polar.   In the large room Galen sits resting while Virdon asks 
Remus if he is shelling corn for seed.             Remus says Burke should be doing it but Burke states that they forgot to 
discuss coffee breaks.  Virdon and Remus discuss planting the largest seed        rather than the smallest.  Virdon says he 
remembers sitting around the fire with his own son Chris the same thing.  Remus asks his mother quietly what           is 
wrong.   Zantes says the humans have feelings to.   
18           Anto goes off to meet with a gorilla soldier and asks him if there is a reward for helping find any escaped 
humans.   The gorilla criticizes him stating all              farmers are the same and that there is no reward.  Its your duty to 
give information.  The gorilla goes off and talks to another police gorilla who says he         recognizes the boy from Polar’s 
farm.  He says they need to watch Polar’s farm more closely. 
19           The next day chickens are out in the yard at Polar’s farm.   Inside the barn the cow is laying down crying out.  
Polar and Anto watch on.  Anto says he         has seen Galen walk and that they are just staying so that the cow will die.  
Humans burn the flesh of cows and eat it.   
20           Galen is using one crutch to help him practice walking.  Jillia questions Galen if he came from a good family 
cause she doesn’t understand why he           hangs out with the two humans.  She asks Galen to stay and let the humans 
move on. 
21           Virdon and Burke are building a windmill as Polar, Remus and Anto approach them.  Virdon explains to them 
that the windmill will help them with their        farming.  Polar states that if Galen can indeed walk that they need to leave.  
The three apes argue as they go back to the house.  Virdon and Burke   discuss that Anto is not their favorite ape and that 
they need to worry about the gorilla patrol. 
22           General Urko and the gorilla soldier are making great time with the gods on their side. 
23           Virdon and Burke go and question Galen if he is getting better in the house.   Virdon suggests they feed Epsom 
salts to the cow to speed up the      delivery.  They are worried Anto is going to turn them in to Urko’s guards.    Only 
landed apes and police are allowed to ride horses in this area.                Farmers have to walk or ride oxen’s or cows.   
24           Burke has a cold shower outside naked in a shower stall.  Virdon dries up with towels after taking a shower. 
25           The local police gorilla comes to the edge of Polar’s farm and can see and hear the humans showering. 
26           Inside the barn Anto rings the bell which signifies that the time for the cow to give birth has come.  Virdon, 
Burke, Jillia, Zantes and Remus all come into              the barn.  Virdon checks the cow and then tells Anto that she is 
suffering from a premature birth.  The calf has turned.   Anto throws Virdon down and        gets ready to kill him with a 
pitchfork.  Polar tells him he can’t kill him before the cow dies but Anto doesn’t want any more tricks played by the 
humans.               Galen hops in with crutches to stop Anto.  Anto tells Remus to toll the bell.  Virdon says he can help the 
bull - he has seen doctors do it dozens of      times.  Zantes pleads to her son Anto to let them help.  Burke pretends to 
put a knife to Remus’ back and hold him as hostage to get Anto to drop the          pitchfork held at Virdon’s neck.  Virdon 
wets his hands to go and try to turn the calf.  Polar questions Galen whether Virdon can actually help with the             birth 
of the calf. 
27           General Urko and his gorilla soldier continue to ride onward as fast as possible 
28           Virdon tells Burke its twice as bad as he expected.  Burke dreams once again of his quiet little bar in Jersey City.   
29           General Urko and his gorilla stop on the road as two gorilla patrols from the local outpost approach at fast 
speed.  The gorilla soldier tells Urko that his  partner believes he has spotted two escaped bonded humans.  General 
Urko tells them that he is hunting two humans and a chimp defectors of the          state.  The two patrol gorillas lead Urko 
to the farm. 
30           Anto rings the bell as Virdon continues to work on the cow. 
31           General Urko and the other gorilla all race towards the farm on horseback. 
32           Anto looks tired and depressed as he continues to ring the bell.  Burke tells him to come quick as he hears the 
sounds of newborn.  Two new male               twins are born.  Two bulls!  Anto is very happy and gets down on the ground 
and hugs them.   
33           General Urko and his men ride into the yard.  Jillia sees them and cries out all kinds of police.  Polar tells Virdon, 
Burke and Galen to hide up above in             the barn.   
34           The four apes Polar, Zantes, Jillia and Remus go outside to see what the police want.   The one gorilla guard 
says he saw the humans standing there in     some kind of rain.  Anto starts to laugh and then goes to a box and puts 
some flour powder on his face and says it was him that the gorilla guard saw       pretending to be a human.  Anto’s family 
starts to laugh and then the gorilla guards (except for Urko) start to laugh.  Anto pretends to stand upright like            a 
human and catch a chicken with plans to cook meat.   Then Anto lets the shower water drip down on his face to wash off 
his “makeup”.   Urko doesn’t            believe it so he gets his one gorilla soldier to search the barn.  The gorilla looks 
around and plans to climb up the ladder where Virdon, Burke and Galen              are hiding but he stops as he sees two 
baby calf’s lying on the ground.  He states that the calf’s would have been eaten if there were any humans   around.  Urko 
and his gorillas ride off.  Virdon, Burke and Galen come out of the barn brushing hay off their clothes as Anto apologizes 
to Virdon for not   believing in him.  Virdon says they are buddies after what Anto did to rid of the gorilla soldiers. 
35           Inside the house Zantes gives Burke a bag full of bread.  Polar asks them where they will go and Virdon says 
west is always a good direction to go.            Anto says he named the two baby calf’s Virdon and Burke.  They leave the 
house and walk off into the night. 
36           The next day at the farm Polar and Remus watch as the windmill works.  The gorilla patrol soldier rides in and 
tells Polar to get Remus to work in the           field rather than fool around building toys.   
37           Virdon, Burke and Galen are walking along and discuss which way to go.  Virdon states no matter where they go 
there will be apes - some good and  some bad. 
38           TV Show Closing Credits - text appearing overtop image of gorilla on horseback holding gun in background 
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1988 AUGUST 19 - Earth time and Ship time when their ship begins flying into the future as seen in the opening credits 
3085 JUNE 14 - Date that clock stopped at in ship in opening credits 
1974 - Copyright year for the TV episode "The Good Seeds"  
A BAD OMEN - Chapter 5 on DVD for "The Good Seeds"          
ABRAHAM LINCOLN - Burke is carrying long wooden sticks to make a fence.  Remus runs out and orders him to stop.  
Remus tells him to make fence of poles sticking out of the ground.  Burke tells him its better to make sideways.  Remus 
says fences never last long.  Burke convinces him and Remus asks him who taught him to build a fence like that.  Burke 
says Abraham Lincoln.  Abraham Lincoln was a president of the United States before Burke’s time. 
ABORT MISSION - Words that blink across the screen on the ship as they travel through time before they crash in 
opening credits 
A CURSE? - Chapter 8 on DVD for "The Good Seeds"              
A FARMER’S GIFT - Chapter 15 on DVD for "The Good Seeds" 
AMPTP - used for creation of episode “The Good Seeds” logo given in final credits 
ANTO - Young adult male chimpanzee.  Oldest child and son of Polar and Zantes.  Lives on farm with family.  Up ahead 
Virdon notices a farm.  Virdon and Burke carry Galen into the farm yard.  The sound of a cow can be heard.    Virdon 
knocks on the house to see if anyone is home.  Polar, a mature male ape comes out and tells Virdon to get away and 
threatens that he has clubs and corn knives.  He says he will not help humans but then sees its Galen lying hurt.  As he 
goes to see three other apes in the farm family peek out the front door.  All four of the ape family come out = Zantes, 
Anto, Remus and Jillian.  Anto the son carries a weapon as protection.  Zantes, the ape mother is concerned for Galen’s 
injury.  The apes assume that Galen was a prisoner of the humans.  Galen corrects them and so they assume Galen is a 
rich ape and Virdon and Burke must be his servants.   Zantes, the ape wife states to bring him in. Polar states that he and 
his son Anto will carry Galen into the house.  The humans are not allowed.  They will stay in the barn and to not steal 
anything.    Virdon and Burke go into the barn where there is the lone cow.  They lay down on some hay to sleep.  Later 
on Anto, the young male ape comes in with a pitchfork and angrily pokes at Burke.  Burke and Virdon jump up from their 
sleep.  Burke calls Anto Sarge.  Anto angrily asks them why they slept so close to the cow stating that everyone knows 
that humans are a curse to cows.  Five years he has waited for a bull calf.  He needs his own ox to start his own farm but 
he has received nothing but female calf’s.  When an farmers son becomes of age he has to wait for a bull calf before he 
can start his own farm.  Remus, the younger ape son comes in to tell the humans that Galen wants to see them.  Anto 
tells the humans to wash up - they smell.  Inside the house Galen thanks Zantes for helping him.  He feels better.   
Zantes tells him that she once trained to be a nurse before she met Polar.   Polar states the city is no place to raise a 
family.  Polar then talks of all the problems each one of the family is having.  Later outside Virdon and Burke have 
removed their shirts to wash at a large bucket of water.  Remus and Polar come outside.  Polar tells Virdon and Burke 
that he will let them stay until Galen is well or can walk.  Anto arrives to argue this.  He says they must stay away from the 
cow.  Polar states that the humans will work everyday as if he could actually afford them.  Young Remus wants one of the 
humans to be his.  One police gorilla rides on horseback into the farmyard.  Polar tells Virdon and Burke to hide in the 
back.  The gorilla asks if they have seen escaped bonded slaves.  Polar and his wife Zantes tell the soldier that they can’t 
help him, they are just poor farmers.   Anto wonders if there is a reward for the capture of the humans.  The next day 
Virdon and Polar are busy removing large rocks from the field.  Virdon tells Polar that he lifted half the rocks in Jackson 
County when he was a boy.  Polar says there is no such a place.   Virdon tells Polar it will get worse every year if they 
keep plowing the way they do.  Virdon gives him a demonstration with a stick in the mud of how water will hold the top soil 
if you plough sideways rather than up and down the hill.  Anto says its foolishness.  Virdon tells Polar that his family 
owned a farm when he was young.  Polar says he will plough the way Virdon demonstrated but Anto will have no part of 
it.  Later Anto tells his father Polar that its crazy that Virdon is trying to make an ox pitch hay into the barn.   But it works 
and with Virdon’s help a huge bale of hay is pulled up into the top of the barn.   The cow makes some moaning noises 
and Polar, Anto and Virdon run into the barn.    The cow is lying down.  Anto says it is dying but Virdon says the cow is 2-
3 days away from giving birth.   Later Anto goes off to meet with a gorilla soldier and asks him if there is a reward for 
helping find any escaped humans.   The gorilla criticizes him stating all farmers are the same and that there is no reward.  
Its your duty to give information.  The gorilla goes off and talks to another police gorilla who says he recognizes the boy 
from Polar’s farm.  He says they need to watch Polar’s farm more closely.   The next day chickens are out in the yard at 
Polar’s farm.   Inside the barn the cow is laying down crying out.  Polar and Anto watch on.  Anto says he has seen Galen 
walk and that they are just staying so that the cow will die.  Humans burn the flesh of cows and eat it.  Galen is using one 
crutch to help him practice walking.  Jillia questions Galen if he came from a good family cause she doesn’t understand 
why he hangs out with the two humans.  She asks Galen to stay and let the humans move on.  Virdon and Burke are 
building a windmill as Polar, Remus and Anto approach them.  Virdon explains to them that the windmill will help them 
with their farming.  Polar states that if Galen can indeed walk that they need to leave.  The three apes argue as they go 
back to the house.  Virdon and Burke discuss that Anto is not their favorite ape and that they need to worry about the 
gorilla patrol.   Virdon and Burke go and question Galen if he is getting better in the house.   Virdon suggests they feed 
Epsom salts to the cow to speed up the delivery.  They are worried Anto is going to turn them in to Urko’s guards.    Only 
landed apes and police are allowed to ride horses in this area.  Farmers have to walk or ride oxen’s or cows.   Burke has 
a cold shower outside naked in a shower stall.  Virdon dries up with towels after taking a shower.   Inside the barn Anto 
rings the bell which signifies that the time for the cow to give birth has come.  Virdon, Burke, Jillia, Zantes and Remus all 
come into the barn.  Virdon checks the cow and then tells Anto that she is suffering from a premature birth.  The calf has 
turned.   Anto throws Virdon down and gets ready to kill him with a pitchfork.  Polar tells him he can’t kill him before the 
cow dies but Anto doesn’t want any more tricks played by the humans.  Galen hops in with crutches to stop Anto.  Anto 
tells Remus to toll the bell.  Virdon says he can help the bull - he has seen doctors do it dozens of times.  Zantes pleads 
to her son Anto to let them help.  Burke pretends to put a knife to Remus’ back and hold him as hostage to get Anto to 
drop the pitchfork held at Virdon’s neck.  Virdon wets his hands to go and try to turn the calf.  Polar questions Galen 
whether Virdon can actually help with the birth of the calf.   Virdon tells Burke its twice as bad as he expected.  Burke 
dreams once again of his quiet little bar in Jersey City.  Anto rings the bell as Virdon continues to work on the cow.   Anto 
looks tired and depressed as he continues to ring the bell.  Burke tells him to come quick as he hears the sounds of 



 

 

newborn.  Two new male twins are born.  Two bulls!  Anto is very happy and gets down on the ground and hugs them.   
General Urko and his men ride into the yard.  Jillia sees them and cries out all kinds of police.  Polar tells Virdon, Burke 
and Galen to hide up above in         the barn.   The four apes Polar, Zantes, Jillia and Remus go outside to see what the 
police want.   The one gorilla guard says he saw the humans standing there in some kind of rain.  Anto starts to laugh 
and then goes to a box and puts some flour powder on his face and says it was him that the gorilla guard saw 
               pretending to be a human.  Anto’s family starts to laugh and then the gorilla guards (except for Urko) start to 
laugh.  Anto pretends to stand upright like a human and catch a chicken with plans to cook meat.   Then Anto lets the 
shower water drip down on his face to wash off his “makeup”.   Urko doesn’t        believe it so he gets his one gorilla 
soldier to search the barn.  The gorilla looks around and plans to climb up the ladder where Virdon, Burke and Galen are 
hiding but he stops as he sees two baby calf’s lying on the ground.  He states that the calf’s would have been eaten if 
there were any humans around.  Urko and his gorillas ride off.  Virdon, Burke and Galen come out of the barn brushing 
hay off their clothes as Anto apologizes to Virdon for not believing in him.  Virdon says they are buddies after what Anto 
did to rid of the gorilla soldiers.   Inside the house Zantes gives Burke a bag full of bread.  Polar asks them where they will 
go and Virdon says west is always a good direction to go.   Anto says he named the two baby calf’s Virdon and Burke.  
They leave the house and walk off into the night.    
AUGUST 19 1988 - Earth time and Ship time when their ship begins flying into the future as seen in the opening credits 
B-501 - code given at the end of this episode in final credits of “The Good Seeds” 
BACON, ARCH - Art Director for “The Good Seeds” 
BAR - Burke is ready to collapse from walking so long.  He asks himself why he didn’t buy that nice little bar back in 
Jersey City.  Later on he makes another reference to buying the bar in Jersey City. 
BARTELS, CLAY - Film Editor for “The Good Seeds” 
BONDED SLAVES - One police gorilla rides on horseback into the farmyard of Polar and his family.  Polar tells Virdon 
and Burke to hide in the back.  The gorilla asks if they have seen escaped bonded slaves.  Polar and his wife Zantes tell 
the soldier that they can’t help him, they are just poor farmers.   Anto wonders if there is a reward for the capture of the 
humans Virdon and Burke.  Later General Urko and his gorilla stop on the road as two gorilla patrols from the local 
outpost approach at fast speed.  The gorilla soldier tells Urko that his partner believes he has spotted two escaped 
bonded humans.  General Urko tells them that he is hunting two humans and a chimp defectors of the          state.  The 
two patrol gorillas lead Urko to the farm. 
BOULLE, PIERRE - original creator of POTA, “The Good Seeds” based upon characters created 
BREAD - Inside the house of Polar and his family, Zantes gives Burke a bag full of bread as Virdon, Burke and Galen 
prepare to leave.  Polar asks them where they will go and Virdon says west is always a good direction to go.  
BULLS - Anto angrily asks Virdon and Burke why they slept so close to the cow in the barn stating that everyone knows 
that humans are a curse to cows.  Five years he has waited for a bull calf.  He needs his own ox to start his own farm but 
he has received nothing but female calf’s.  When an farmers son becomes of age he has to wait for a bull calf before he 
can start his own farm.  Later inside the barn Anto rings the bell which signifies that the time for the cow to give birth has 
come.  Virdon, Burke, Jillia, Zantes and Remus all come into the barn.  Virdon checks the cow and then tells Anto that 
she is suffering from a premature birth.  The calf has turned.   Anto throws Virdon down and gets ready to kill him with a 
pitchfork.  Polar tells him he can’t kill him before the cow dies but Anto doesn’t want any more tricks played by the 
humans.  Galen hops in with crutches to stop Anto.  Anto tells Remus to toll the bell.  Virdon says he can help the bull - 
he has seen doctors do it dozens of times.  Zantes pleads to her son Anto to let them help.  Burke pretends to put a knife 
to Remus’ back and hold him as hostage to get Anto to drop the pitchfork held at Virdon’s neck.  Virdon wets his hands to 
go and try to turn the calf.  Polar questions Galen whether Virdon can actually help with the birth of the calf.  Virdon tells 
Burke its twice as bad as he expected.   Anto rings the bell as Virdon continues to work on the cow.   Anto looks tired and 
depressed as he continues to ring the bell.  Burke tells him to come quick as he hears the sounds of newborn.  Two new 
male twins are born.  Two bulls!  Anto is very happy and gets down on the ground and hugs them.  Later General Urko 
has one of his gorilla guards check in the barn to find Virdon and Burke and Galen. The gorilla looks around and plans to 
climb up the ladder where Virdon, Burke and Galen are hiding but he stops as he sees two baby calf’s lying on the 
ground.  He states that the calf’s would have been eaten if there were any humans around.  Urko and his gorillas ride off.  
Later Virdon, Burke and Galen are getting ready to leave and Anto says he named the two baby calf’s Virdon and Burke.   
BURKE, Pete - young astronaut, brown hair, white male one of 2 human astronauts.  He travels with astronaut Virdon 
and renegade chimp Galen.   The three fugitives, Virdon, Burke and Galen stop at the top of a hill.  Galen can’t keep up.   
They look around and can’t see Urko’s gorillas that are chasing them.  They hope to make the forest before dark.  It is 
now dark and the three fugitives continue to walk onward but finally stop for a break.  Burke wants to stop for the night but 
Virdon wants to move on to get a huge lead on the gorillas.  He pulls out his compass which he uses to guide them.  He 
explains to Galen that it always points to North.  Galen thinks the compass is witchcraft.  Virdon says he made the 
compass.  Burke asks Virdon to next time build him a Trail bike Twin Jet.   Burke is ready to collapse from walking so 
long.  He asks himself why he didn’t buy that nice little bar back in Jersey City.  Galen goes ahead of them and falls over 
a cliff.  The two run around the trees down the hill to where Galen is lying.  His leg is bleeding.  Virdon tries to stop the 
bleeding.  The next morning Virdon and Burke are walking carrying Galen on a handmade stretcher.  Up ahead Virdon 
notices a farm.  They carry Galen into the farm yard.  The sound of a cow can be heard.    Virdon knocks on the house to 
see if anyone is home.  Polar, a mature male ape comes out and tells Virdon to get away and threatens that he has clubs 
and corn knives.  He says he will not help humans but then sees its Galen lying hurt.  As he goes to see three other apes 
in the farm family peek out the front door.  All four of the ape family come out = Zantes, Anto, Remus and Jillian.  Anto, 
The young son carries a weapon as protection.  Zantes, the ape mother is concerned for Galen’s injury.  The apes 
assume that Galen was a prisoner of the humans.  Galen corrects them and so they assume Galen is a rich ape and 
Virdon and Burke must be his servants.   Zantes, the ape wife states to bring him in.  Polar states that he and his son 
Anto will carry Galen into the house.  The humans are not allowed.  They will stay in the barn and to not steal anything.    
Remus, the younger ape son comes in to tell the humans that Galen wants to see them.  Anto tells the humans to wash 
up - they smell.  Later outside Virdon and Burke have removed their shirts to wash at a large bucket of water.  Remus and 
Polar come outside.  Polar tells Virdon and Burke that he will let them stay until Galen is well or can walk.  Anto arrives to 
argue this.  He says they must stay away from the cow.  Polar states that the humans will work everyday as if he could 



 

 

actually afford them.  Young Remus wants one of the humans to be his.  One police gorilla rides on horseback into the 
farmyard.  Polar tells Virdon and Burke to hide in the back.  The gorilla asks if they have seen escaped bonded slaves.  
Polar and his wife Zantes tell the soldier that they can’t help him, they are just poor farmers.   Anto wonders if there is a 
reward for the capture of the humans.   The next day Virdon and Polar are busy removing large rocks from the field.  
Virdon tells Polar that he lifted half the rocks in Jackson County when he was a boy.  Polar says there is no such a place.   
Virdon tells Polar it will get worse every year if they keep plowing the way they do.  Virdon gives him a demonstration with 
a stick in the mud of how water will hold the top soil if you plough sideways rather than up and down the hill.  Anto says its 
foolishness.  Virdon tells Polar that his family owned a farm when he was young.  Polar says he will plough the way 
Virdon demonstrated but Anto will have no part of it.    Burke is carrying long wooden sticks to make a fence.  Remus 
runs out and orders him to stop.  Remus tells him to make fence of poles sticking out of the ground.  Burke tells him its 
better to make sideways.  Remus says fences never last long.  Burke convinces him and Remus asks him who taught 
him to build a fence like that.  Burke says Abraham Lincoln.  Anto tells his father Polar that its crazy that Virdon is trying to 
make an ox pitch hay into the barn.   But it works and with Virdon’s help a huge bale of hay is pulled up into the top of the 
barn.   The cow makes some moaning noises and Polar, Anto and Virdon run into the barn.   The cow is lying down.  Anto 
says it is dying but Virdon says the cow is 2-3 days away from giving birth.   Zantes is sewing in the house while she talks 
to Polar.   In the large room Galen sits resting while Virdon asks Remus if he is shelling corn for seed.  Remus says 
Burke should be doing it but Burke states that they forgot to discuss coffee breaks.  Virdon and Remus discuss planting 
the largest seed rather than the smallest.  Virdon says he remembers sitting around the fire with his own son Chris the 
same thing.  Remus asks his mother quietly what is wrong.   Zantes says the humans have feelings to.   Later Virdon and 
Burke are building a windmill as Polar, Remus and Anto approach them.  Virdon explains to them that the windmill will 
help them with their farming.  Polar states that if Galen can indeed walk that they need to leave.  The three apes argue as 
they go back to the house.  Virdon and Burke discuss that Anto is not their favorite ape and that they need to worry about 
the gorilla patrol.  Virdon and Burke go and question Galen if he is getting better in the house.   Virdon suggests they feed 
Epsom salts to the cow to speed up the delivery.  They are worried Anto is going to turn them in to Urko’s guards.    Only 
landed apes and police are allowed to ride horses in this area.  Farmers have to walk or ride oxen’s or cows.   Burke has 
a cold shower outside naked in a shower stall.  Virdon dries up with towels after taking a shower.  The local police gorilla 
comes to the edge of Polar’s farm and can see and hear the humans showering.   Inside the barn Anto rings the bell 
which signifies that the time for the cow to give birth has come.  Virdon, Burke, Jillia, Zantes and Remus all come into the 
barn.  Virdon checks the cow and then tells Anto that she is suffering from a premature birth.  The calf has turned.   Anto 
throws Virdon down and gets ready to kill him with a pitchfork.  Polar tells him he can’t kill him before the cow dies but 
Anto doesn’t want any more tricks played by the humans.  Galen hops in with crutches to stop Anto.  Anto tells Remus to 
toll the bell.  Virdon says he can help the bull - he has seen doctors do it dozens of times.  Zantes pleads to her son Anto 
to let them help.  Burke pretends to put a knife to Remus’ back and hold him as hostage to get Anto to drop the pitchfork 
held at Virdon’s neck.  Virdon wets his hands to go and try to turn the calf.  Polar questions Galen whether Virdon can 
actually help with the birth of the calf.   Virdon tells Burke its twice as bad as he expected.  Burke dreams once again of 
his quiet little bar in Jersey City.   Anto rings the bell as Virdon continues to work on the cow.   Anto looks tired and 
depressed as he continues to ring the bell.  Burke tells him to come quick as he hears the sounds of newborn.  Two new 
male twins are born.  Two bulls!  Anto is very happy and gets down on the ground and hugs them.   General Urko and his 
men ride into the yard.  Jillia sees them and cries out all kinds of police.  Polar tells Virdon, Burke and Galen to hide up 
above in the barn.    The four apes Polar, Zantes, Jillia and Remus go outside to see what the police want.   The one 
gorilla guard says he saw the humans standing there in some kind of rain.  Anto starts to laugh and then goes to a box 
and puts some flour powder on his face and says it was him that the gorilla guard saw pretending to be a human.  Anto’s 
family starts to laugh and then the gorilla guards (except for Urko) start to laugh.  Anto pretends to stand upright like a 
human and catch a chicken with plans to cook meat.   Then Anto lets the shower water drip down on his face to wash off 
his “makeup”.   Urko doesn’t believe it so he gets his one gorilla soldier to search the barn.  The gorilla looks around and 
plans to climb up the ladder where Virdon, Burke and Galen are hiding but he stops as he sees two baby calf’s lying on 
the ground.  He states that the calf’s would have been eaten if there were any humans around.  Urko and his gorillas ride 
off.  Virdon, Burke and Galen come out of the barn brushing hay off their clothes as Anto apologizes to Virdon for not 
believing in him.  Virdon says they are buddies after what Anto did to rid of the gorilla soldiers.  Inside the house Zantes 
gives Burke a bag full of bread.  Polar asks them where they will go and Virdon says west is always a good direction to 
go.   Anto says he named the two baby calf’s Virdon and Burke.  They leave the house and walk off into the night.  
Virdon, Burke and Galen are walking along and discuss which way to go.  Virdon states no matter where they go there 
will be apes - some good and some bad. 
BURKE - Bull calf.  Anto angrily asks Virdon and Burke why they slept so close to the cow in the barn stating that 
everyone knows that humans are a curse to cows.  Five years he has waited for a bull calf.  He needs his own ox to start 
his own farm but he has received nothing but female calf’s.  When an farmers son becomes of age he has to wait for a 
bull calf before he can start his own farm.  Later inside the barn Anto rings the bell which signifies that the time for the 
cow to give birth has come.  Virdon, Burke, Jillia, Zantes and Remus all come into the barn.  Virdon checks the cow and 
then tells Anto that she is suffering from a premature birth.  The calf has turned.   Anto throws Virdon down and gets 
ready to kill him with a pitchfork.  Polar tells him he can’t kill him before the cow dies but Anto doesn’t want any more 
tricks played by the humans.  Galen hops in with crutches to stop Anto.  Anto tells Remus to toll the bell.  Virdon says he 
can help the bull - he has seen doctors do it dozens of times.  Zantes pleads to her son Anto to let them help.  Burke 
pretends to put a knife to Remus’ back and hold him as hostage to get Anto to drop the pitchfork held at Virdon’s neck.  
Virdon wets his hands to go and try to turn the calf.  Polar questions Galen whether Virdon can actually help with the birth 
of the calf.  Virdon tells Burke its twice as bad as he expected.   Anto rings the bell as Virdon continues to work on the 
cow.   Anto looks tired and depressed as he continues to ring the bell.  Burke tells him to come quick as he hears the 
sounds of newborn.  Two new male twins are born.  Two bulls!  Anto is very happy and gets down on the ground and 
hugs them.  Later General Urko has one of his gorilla guards check in the barn to find Virdon and Burke and Galen. The 
gorilla looks around and plans to climb up the ladder where Virdon, Burke and Galen are hiding but he stops as he sees 
two baby calf’s lying on the ground.  He states that the calf’s would have been eaten if there were any humans around.  
Urko and his gorillas ride off.  Later Virdon, Burke and Galen are getting ready to leave and Anto says he named the two 



 

 

baby calf’s Virdon and Burke.   
BURKE‘S BLUFF - Chapter 12 on DVD for "The Good Seeds" 
CALFS - Two baby calf’s are born out of Anto’s cow on Polar’s farm.  Anto angrily asks Virdon and Burke why they slept 
so close to the cow in the barn stating that everyone knows that humans are a curse to cows.  Five years he has waited 
for a bull calf.  He needs his own ox to start his own farm but he has received nothing but female calf’s.  When an farmers 
son becomes of age he has to wait for a bull calf before he can start his own farm.  Later inside the barn Anto rings the 
bell which signifies that the time for the cow to give birth has come.  Virdon, Burke, Jillia, Zantes and Remus all come into 
the barn.  Virdon checks the cow and then tells Anto that she is suffering from a premature birth.  The calf has turned.   
Anto throws Virdon down and gets ready to kill him with a pitchfork.  Polar tells him he can’t kill him before the cow dies 
but Anto doesn’t want any more tricks played by the humans.  Galen hops in with crutches to stop Anto.  Anto tells 
Remus to toll the bell.  Virdon says he can help the bull - he has seen doctors do it dozens of times.  Zantes pleads to her 
son Anto to let them help.  Burke pretends to put a knife to Remus’ back and hold him as hostage to get Anto to drop the 
pitchfork held at Virdon’s neck.  Virdon wets his hands to go and try to turn the calf.  Polar questions Galen whether 
Virdon can actually help with the birth of the calf.  Virdon tells Burke its twice as bad as he expected.   Anto rings the bell 
as Virdon continues to work on the cow.   Anto looks tired and depressed as he continues to ring the bell.  Burke tells him 
to come quick as he hears the sounds of newborn.  Two new male twins are born.  Two bulls!  Anto is very happy and 
gets down on the ground and hugs them.  Later General Urko has one of his gorilla guards check in the barn to find 
Virdon and Burke and Galen. The gorilla looks around and plans to climb up the ladder where Virdon, Burke and Galen 
are hiding but he stops as he sees two baby calf’s lying on the ground.  He states that the calf’s would have been eaten if 
there were any humans around.  Urko and his gorillas ride off.  Later Virdon, Burke and Galen are getting ready to leave 
and Anto says he named the two baby calf’s Virdon and Burke.   
CARR, MICHAEL - Actor, plays the role of PATROL RIDER in “The Good Seeds” 
CENTRAL CITY - Major ape city where Dr. Zaius and General Urko live.  There is a wide shot of Central City shown with 
dozens of gorillas, chimps and orangutans walking the streets.  Inside a home in the city is General Urko criticizing one of 
his gorilla soldiers.   General Urko looks at his map on the wall and asks the soldier how far it is.  Four days hard ride 
from the city to where they were last seen.   Urko looks on his map and points out farm country - tenant farms and a few 
plantations.   Urko says they could steal horses there but the soldier says its death in that area for a human or peasant to 
steal a horse.  Urko wants the gorilla to go back there and says the gods will guide them.   
CHAPMAN, LONNY - Actor, plays the role of POLAR in “The Good Seeds” 
CHICKENS - Polar has many chickens that wander around loose out in the yard at Polar’s farm.   Inside the barn the cow 
is laying down crying out.  Later when General Urko and his gorilla soldiers arrive at Polar’s farm, Anto starts to laugh and 
then goes to a box and puts some flour powder on his face and says it was him that the gorilla guard saw pretending to 
be a human.  Anto’s family starts to laugh and then the gorilla guards (except for Urko) start to laugh.  Anto pretends to 
stand upright like a human and catch a chicken with plans to cook meat.    
CHRIS - Son of Virdon back in 20th century Earth.  Zantes is sewing in the house while she talks to Polar.   In the large 
room Galen sits resting while Virdon asks Remus if he is shelling corn for seed.  Remus says Burke should be doing it 
but Burke states that they forgot to discuss coffee breaks.  Virdon and Remus discuss planting the largest seed rather 
than the smallest.  Virdon says he remembers sitting around the fire with his own son Chris the same thing.  Virdon gets a 
little upset in his thoughts.  Remus asks his mother quietly what is wrong.   Zantes says the humans have feelings to.   
COMPASS - While running from Urko’s gorilla soldiers, Virdon, Burke and Galen stop on a hill to rest.  Virdon pulls out 
his compass which he uses to guide them.  He explains to Galen that it always points to North.  Galen thinks the 
compass is witchcraft.  Virdon says he made the compass.  Burke asks Virdon to next time build him a Trail bike Twin 
Jet.  
CROSS, DENNIS - Actor, plays the role of GORILLA OFFICER in “The Good Seeds” 
CRUTCHES - Galen is using one crutch to help him practice walking.  Jillia questions Galen if he came from a good 
family cause she doesn’t understand why he hangs out with the two humans.  She asks Galen to stay and let the humans 
move on. Later Virdon and Burke go and question Galen if he is getting better in the house.   Later in the barn Galen 
hops in with crutches to stop Anto.   
COW - Farm animal, pregnant on Polar’s farm.  Anto is in charge of it. Anto angrily asks Virdon and Burke why they slept 
so close to the cow in the barn stating that everyone knows that humans are a curse to cows.  Five years he has waited 
for a bull calf.  He needs his own ox to start his own farm but he has received nothing but female calf’s.  When an farmers 
son becomes of age he has to wait for a bull calf before he can start his own farm.  Later inside the barn Anto rings the 
bell which signifies that the time for the cow to give birth has come.  Virdon, Burke, Jillia, Zantes and Remus all come into 
the barn.  Virdon checks the cow and then tells Anto that she is suffering from a premature birth.  The calf has turned.   
Anto throws Virdon down and gets ready to kill him with a pitchfork.  Polar tells him he can’t kill him before the cow dies 
but Anto doesn’t want any more tricks played by the humans.  Galen hops in with crutches to stop Anto.  Anto tells 
Remus to toll the bell.  Virdon says he can help the bull - he has seen doctors do it dozens of times.  Zantes pleads to her 
son Anto to let them help.  Burke pretends to put a knife to Remus’ back and hold him as hostage to get Anto to drop the 
pitchfork held at Virdon’s neck.  Virdon wets his hands to go and try to turn the calf.  Polar questions Galen whether 
Virdon can actually help with the birth of the calf.  Virdon tells Burke its twice as bad as he expected.   Anto rings the bell 
as Virdon continues to work on the cow.   Anto looks tired and depressed as he continues to ring the bell.  Burke tells him 
to come quick as he hears the sounds of newborn.  Two new male twins are born.  Two bulls!  Anto is very happy and 
gets down on the ground and hugs them.  Later General Urko has one of his gorilla guards check in the barn to find 
Virdon and Burke and Galen. The gorilla looks around and plans to climb up the ladder where Virdon, Burke and Galen 
are hiding but he stops as he sees two baby calf’s lying on the ground.  He states that the calf’s would have been eaten if 
there were any humans around.  Urko and his gorillas ride off.  Later Virdon, Burke and Galen are getting ready to leave 
and Anto says he named the two baby calf’s Virdon and Burke.   
DELUXE - Color for “The Good Seeds” 
DEUEL, GEOFFREY - Actor, plays the role of ANTO in “The Good Seeds” 
DERWIN, BILL - Assistant Director for “The Good Seeds” 



 

 

DIMSDALE, HOWARD - Executive Story Consultant for “The Good Seeds” 
ELBER, EILEEN DIETZ - Actress, plays the role of JILLIA in “The Good Seeds” 
END TITLES - Chapter 16 on DVD for "The Good Seeds"          
EPSOM SALTS - Virdon suggests they feed Epsom salts to the cow to speed up the birth delivery.   
EVANS, MARK - Production Supervisor for “The Good Seeds” 
FARMING LESSONS - Chapter 7 on DVD for "The Good Seeds"             
FINNERMAN, GERALD PERRY A.S.C . - Director of Photography for “The Good Seeds” 
FLOUR - Anto starts to laugh at General Urko and his gorillas when they arrive at Polar’s farm.  Anto goes to a box and 
puts some flour powder on his face and says it was him that the gorilla guard saw pretending to be a human.  Anto’s 
family starts to laugh and then the gorilla guards (except for Urko) start to laugh.  Anto pretends to stand upright like a 
human and catch a chicken with plans to cook meat.   Then Anto lets the shower water drip down on his face to wash off 
his “makeup”.   Later Zantes gives Virdon and Burke some bread she made them. 
GALEN - Young adult male chimpanzee.  Considered a renegade by other apes.  He travels along with the human 
astronauts Virdon and Burke.  He is wanted by Zaius and Urko.   The three fugitives, Virdon, Burke and Galen stop at the 
top of a hill.  Galen can’t keep up.   They look around and can’t see Urko’s gorillas that are chasing them.  They hope to 
make the forest before dark.  It is now dark and the three fugitives continue to walk onward but finally stop for a break.  
Burke wants to stop for the night but Virdon wants to move on to get a huge lead on the gorillas.  He pulls out his 
compass which he uses to guide them.  He explains to Galen that it always points to North.  Galen thinks the compass is 
witchcraft.  Virdon says he made the compass.  Burke asks Virdon to next time build him a Trail bike Twin Jet.  Burke is 
ready to collapse from walking so long.  He asks himself why he didn’t buy that nice little bar back in Jersey City.  Galen 
goes ahead of them and falls over a cliff.  The two run around the trees down the hill to where Galen is lying.  His leg is 
bleeding.  Virdon tries to stop the bleeding.  The next morning Virdon and Burke are walking carrying Galen on a 
handmade stretcher.  Up ahead Virdon notices a farm.  They carry Galen into the farm yard.  The sound of a cow can be 
heard.    Virdon knocks on the house to see if anyone is home.  Polar, a mature male ape comes out and tells Virdon to 
get away and threatens that he has clubs and corn knives.  He says he will not help humans but then sees its Galen lying 
hurt.  As he goes to see three other apes in the farm family peek out the front door.  All four of the ape family come out = 
Zantes, Anto, Remus and Jillian.  Anto, The young son carries a weapon as protection.  Zantes, the ape mother is 
concerned for Galen’s injury.  The apes assume that Galen was a prisoner of the humans.  Galen corrects them and so 
they assume Galen is a rich ape and Virdon and Burke must be his servants.   Zantes, the ape wife states to bring him in.  
Polar states that he and his son Anto will carry Galen into the house.  The humans are not allowed.  They will stay in the 
barn and to not steal anything.    Remus, the younger ape son comes in to tell the humans that Galen wants to see them.  
Anto tells the humans to wash up - they smell.  Inside the house Galen thanks Zantes for helping him.  He feels better.   
Zantes tells him that she once trained to be a nurse before she met Polar.   Polar states the city is no place to raise a 
family.  Polar then talks of all the problems each one of the family is having.  He states that his daughter Jillian is still not 
a wife which embarrasses her.  Galen tells Polar to let the humans Burke and Virdon stay.   Outside Virdon and Burke 
have removed their shirts to wash at a large bucket of water.  Remus and Polar come outside.  Polar tells Virdon and 
Burke that he will let them stay until Galen is well or can walk.  Anto arrives to argue this.  He says they must stay away 
from the cow.  Polar states that the humans will work everyday as if he could actually afford them.  Young Remus wants 
one of the humans to be his.  Later in the large room in Polar’s house Galen sits resting while Virdon asks Remus if he is 
shelling corn for seed.  Remus says Burke should be doing it but Burke states that they forgot to discuss coffee breaks.  
Virdon and Remus discuss planting the largest seed rather than the smallest.  Virdon says he remembers sitting around 
the fire with his own son Chris the same thing.  Remus asks his mother quietly what is wrong.   Zantes says the humans 
have feelings to.   Galen is using one crutch to help him practice walking.  Jillia questions Galen if he came from a good 
family cause she doesn’t understand why he hangs out with the two humans.  She asks Galen to stay and let the humans 
move on.  Later Galen hops in with crutches to stop Anto.  Anto tells Remus to toll the bell.  Virdon says he can help the 
bull - he has seen doctors do it dozens of times.  Zantes pleads to her son Anto to let them help.  Burke pretends to put a 
knife to Remus’ back and hold him as hostage to get Anto to drop the pitchfork held at Virdon’s neck.  Virdon wets his 
hands to go and try to turn the calf.  Polar questions Galen whether Virdon can actually help with the birth of the calf.   
Virdon tells Burke its twice as bad as he expected.  Burke dreams once again of his quiet little bar in Jersey City.   Anto 
rings the bell as Virdon continues to work on the cow.   Anto looks tired and depressed as he continues to ring the bell.  
Burke tells him to come quick as he hears the sounds of newborn.  Two new male twins are born.  Two bulls!  Anto is 
very happy and gets down on the ground and hugs them.   General Urko and his men ride into the yard.  Jillia sees them 
and cries out all kinds of police.  Polar tells Virdon, Burke and Galen to hide up above in   the barn.    The four apes 
Polar, Zantes, Jillia and Remus go outside to see what the police want.   The one gorilla guard says he saw the humans 
standing there in some kind of rain.  Anto starts to laugh and then goes to a box and puts some flour powder on his face 
and says it was him that the gorilla guard saw pretending to be a human.  Anto’s family starts to laugh and then the gorilla 
guards (except for Urko) start to laugh.  Anto pretends to stand upright like a human and catch a chicken with plans to 
cook meat.   Then Anto lets the shower water drip down on his face to wash off his “makeup”.   Urko doesn’t believe it so 
he gets his one gorilla soldier to search the barn.  The gorilla looks around and plans to climb up the ladder where Virdon, 
Burke and Galen are hiding but he stops as he sees two baby calf’s lying on the ground.  He states that the calf’s would 
have been eaten if there were any humans around.  Urko and his gorillas ride off.  Virdon, Burke and Galen come out of 
the barn brushing hay off their clothes as Anto apologizes to Virdon for not believing in him.  Virdon says they are buddies 
after what Anto did to rid of the gorilla soldiers.  Inside the house Zantes gives Burke a bag full of bread.  Polar asks them 
where they will go and Virdon says west is always a good direction to go.   Anto says he named the two baby calf’s Virdon 
and Burke.  They leave the house and walk off into the night.  Virdon, Burke and Galen are walking along and discuss 
which way to go.  Virdon states no matter where they go there will be apes - some good and some bad. 
GARWOOD, JOHN - Actor, plays the role of POLICE GORILLA in “The Good Seeds” 
GLASSMAN, RICHARD - Unit Production Manager for “The Good Seeds” 
GALEN’S ACCIDENT  - Chapter 3 on DVD for "The Good Seeds" 
GODS - A gorilla patrol guard tells General Urko it’s a four day trip back to where Virdon, Burke and Galen were last 



 

 

seen.  Urko says the gods will guide them.   
Later on in their journey General Urko tells the gorilla soldier that they are making great time and the gods on their side. 
GOOD SEEDS, THE - Chapter 9 on DVD for "The Good Seeds"              
GORILLA OFFICER - - Male gorilla soldier on horseback - reports to General Urko. Three gorilla soldiers are on the 
chase for the fugitives.  They stop near a stream of water and find fresh horse tracks.  The three fugitives, Virdon, Burke 
and Galen stop at the top of a hill.  Galen can’t keep up.   They look around and can’t see Urko’s gorillas that are chasing 
them.  They hope to make the forest before dark.   Urko’s three gorilla soldiers all on horseback carry torches as they 
hunt through the night for the fugitives.  They are close on their trail but the cloud covering in the sky is throwing off their 
direction.  The one gorilla states It is forbidden to travel without the stars.  The other gorilla states nothing is forbidden 
when you work for Urko.  The gorillas stop for the night.  Later at Polar’s farm one police gorilla rides on horseback into 
the farmyard.  Polar tells Virdon and Burke to hide in the back.  The gorilla asks if they have seen escaped bonded 
slaves.  Polar and his wife Zantes tell the soldier that they can’t help him, they are just poor farmers.   Anto wonders if 
there is a reward for the capture of the humans.  Back in Central City General Urko is criticizing one of his gorilla soldiers.   
General Urko looks at his map on the wall and asks the soldier how far it is.  Four days hard ride from the city to where 
they were last seen.   Urko looks on his map and points out farm country - tenant farms and a few plantations.   Urko says 
they could steal horses there but the soldier says its death in that area for a human or peasant to steal a horse.  Urko 
wants the gorilla to go back there and says the gods will guide them.  Later Anto goes off to meet with a gorilla soldier 
and asks him if there is a reward for helping find any escaped humans.   The gorilla criticizes him stating all farmers are 
the same and that there is no reward.  Its your duty to give information.  The gorilla goes off and talks to another police 
gorilla who says he recognizes the boy from Polar’s farm.  He says they need to watch Polar’s farm more closely.  Later 
Virdon and Burke discuss that Anto is not their favorite ape and that they need to worry about the gorilla patrol.   General 
Urko and the gorilla soldier are making great time with the gods on their side.   Once again later on Virdon and Burke are 
worried Anto is going to turn them in to Urko’s guards.  Only landed apes and police are allowed to ride horses in this 
area.  The local police gorilla comes to the edge of Polar’s farm and can see and hear the humans showering.   General 
Urko and his gorilla soldier continue to ride onward as fast as possible.  General Urko and his gorilla stop on the road as 
two gorilla patrols from the local outpost approach at fast speed.  The gorilla soldier tells Urko that his partner believes he 
has spotted two escaped bonded humans.  General Urko tells them that he is hunting two humans and a chimp defectors 
of the state.  The two patrol gorillas lead Urko to the farm.  General Urko and the other gorilla all race towards the farm on 
horseback.   Later General Urko and his men ride into the yard.  Jillia sees them and cries out all kinds of police.  Polar 
tells Virdon, Burke and Galen to hide up above in the barn.    The four apes Polar, Zantes, Jillia and Remus go outside to 
see what the police want.   The one gorilla guard says he saw the humans standing there in           some kind of rain.  
Anto starts to laugh and then goes to a box and puts some flour powder on his face and says it was him that the gorilla 
guard saw pretending to be a human.  Anto’s family starts to laugh and then the gorilla guards (except for Urko) start to 
laugh.  Anto pretends to stand upright like a human and catch a chicken with plans to cook meat.   Then Anto lets the 
shower water drip down on his face to wash off his “makeup”.   Urko doesn’t believe it so he gets his one gorilla soldier to 
search the barn.  The gorilla looks around and plans to climb up the ladder where Virdon, Burke and Galen are hiding but 
he stops as he sees two baby calf’s lying on the ground.  He states that the calf’s would have been eaten if there were 
any humans around.  Urko and his gorillas ride off.  Virdon, Burke and Galen come out of the barn brushing hay off their 
clothes as Anto apologizes to Virdon for not believing in him.  Virdon says they are buddies after what Anto did to rid of 
the gorilla soldiers.   
HARPER, RON - Actor, plays the role of ALAN VIRDON in “The Good Seeds” 
HIRSCHMAN, HERBERT - Executive Producer for “The Good Seeds” 
HOUGH, STAN - Producer for “The Good Seeds” 
HUMAN COMEDY, THE - Chapter 14 on DVD for "The Good Seeds" 
JACK COLE FILM GROUP - Titles designed for “The Good Seeds” 
JACKSON COUNTY - One day at Polar’s farm, Virdon and Polar are busy removing large rocks from the field.  Virdon 
tells Polar that he lifted half the rocks in Jackson County when he was a boy.  Polar says there is no such a place.   
Virdon tells Polar it will get worse every year if they keep plowing the way they do.  Virdon gives him a 
               demonstration with a stick in the mud of how water will hold the top soil if you plough sideways rather than up 
and down the hill.  Anto says its foolishness.  Virdon tells Polar that his family owned a farm when he was young.  Polar 
says he will plough the way Virdon demonstrated but Anto will have no part of it.   
JERSEY CITY - Burke is ready to collapse from walking so long.  He asks himself why he didn’t buy that nice little bar 
back in Jersey City.  Later on he makes another reference to buying the bar in Jersey City. 
JILLIA - Young adult female chimpanzee.  Only daughter of Polar and Zantes. Lives on farm with family.  Up ahead 
Virdon notices a farm.  Virdon and Burke carry Galen into the farm yard.  The sound of a cow can be heard.   Virdon 
knocks on the house to see if anyone is home.  Polar, a mature male ape comes out and tells        Virdon to get away 
and threatens that he has clubs and corn knives.  He says he will not help humans but then sees its Galen lying hurt.  As 
he goes to see three other apes in the farm family peek out the front door.  All four of the ape family come out = Zantes, 
Anto, Remus and Jillian.  Anto the son carries a weapon as protection.  Zantes, the ape mother is concerned for Galen’s 
injury.  The apes assume that Galen was a prisoner of the humans.  Galen corrects them and so they assume Galen is a 
rich ape and Virdon and Burke must be his servants.   Zantes, the ape wife states to bring him in. Polar states that he and 
his son Anto will carry Galen into the house.  The humans are not allowed.  They will stay in the barn and to not steal 
anything.   Later inside the house Galen thanks Zantes for helping him.  He feels better.   Zantes tells him that she once 
trained to be a nurse before she met Polar.   Polar states the city is no place to raise a family.  Polar then talks of all the 
problems each one of the family is having.  He states that his daughter Jillian is still not a wife which embarrasses her.  
Galen tells Polar to let the humans Burke and Virdon stay.    Later Zantes is sewing in the house while she talks to Polar.  
In the large room Galen sits resting while Virdon asks Remus if he is shelling corn for seed.  Remus says Burke should 
be doing it but Burke states that they forgot to discuss coffee breaks.  Virdon and Remus discuss planting the largest 
seed rather than the smallest.  Virdon says he remembers sitting around the fire with his own son Chris the same thing.  
Remus asks his mother quietly what is wrong.   Zantes says the humans have feelings to.  Later Virdon, Burke, Jillia, 
Zantes and Remus all come into the barn.  Virdon checks the cow and then tells Anto that she is suffering from a 



 

 

premature birth.  The calf has turned.   Anto throws Virdon down and gets ready to kill him with a pitchfork.  Polar tells him 
he can’t kill him before the cow dies but Anto doesn’t want any more tricks played by the humans.  Galen hops in with 
crutches to stop Anto.  Anto tells Remus to toll the bell.  Virdon says he can help the bull - he has seen doctors do it 
dozens of times.  Zantes pleads to her son Anto to let them help.  Burke pretends to put a knife to Remus’ back and hold 
him as hostage to get Anto to drop the pitchfork held at Virdon’s neck.  Virdon wets his hands to go and try to turn the 
calf.  Polar questions Galen whether Virdon can actually help with the birth of the calf.   Virdon tells Burke its twice as bad 
as he expected.  Burke dreams once again of his quiet little bar in Jersey City.  Anto rings the bell as Virdon continues to 
work on the cow.   Anto looks tired and depressed as he continues to ring the bell.  Burke tells him to come quick as he 
hears the sounds of newborn.  Two new male twins are born.  Two bulls!  Anto is very happy and gets down on the 
ground and hugs them.   General Urko and his men ride into the yard.  Jillia sees them and cries out all kinds of police.  
Polar tells Virdon, Burke and Galen to hide up above in the barn.   The four apes Polar, Zantes, Jillia and Remus go 
outside to see what the police want.   The one gorilla guard says he saw the humans standing there in some kind of rain.  
Anto starts to laugh and then goes to a box and puts some flour powder on his face and says it was him that the gorilla 
guard saw pretending to be a human.  Anto’s family starts to laugh and then the gorilla guards (except for Urko) start to 
laugh.  Anto pretends to stand upright like a human and catch a chicken with plans to cook meat.   Then Anto lets the 
shower water drip down on his face to wash off his “makeup”.   Urko doesn’t        believe it so he gets his one gorilla 
soldier to search the barn.  The gorilla looks around and plans to climb up the ladder where Virdon, Burke and Galen are 
hiding but he stops as he sees two baby calf’s lying on the ground.  He states that the calf’s would have been eaten if 
there were any humans around.  Urko and his gorillas ride off.  Virdon, Burke and Galen come out of the barn brushing 
hay off their clothes as Anto apologizes to Virdon for not believing in him.  Virdon says they are buddies after what Anto 
did to rid of the gorilla soldiers.   Inside the house Zantes gives Burke a bag full of bread.  Polar asks them where they will 
go and Virdon says west is always a good direction to go.   Anto says he named the two baby calf’s Virdon and Burke.   
JUNE 14 3085 - Date that clock stopped at in ship in opening credits 
LENARD, MARK - Actor, plays the role of URKO in "The Good Seeds" 
LENSKI, ROBERT W. - Writer for “The Good Seeds” 
LERNER, FRED - Actor, plays the role of POLICE GORILLA in “The Good Seeds” 
MAIN TITLES - Chapter 1 on DVD for "The Good Seeds"          
MAP - Inside a home in the city is General Urko criticizing one of his gorilla soldiers.   General Urko looks at his map on 
the wall and asks the soldier how far it is.  Four days hard ride from the city to where they were last seen.   Urko looks on 
his map and points out farm country - tenant farms and a few plantations.   Urko says they could steal horses there but 
the soldier says its death in that area for a human or peasant to steal a horse.  Urko wants the gorilla to go back there 
and says the gods will guide them.   
McDOWALL, RODDY - Actor, plays the role of GALEN in “The Good Seeds” 
NAUGHTON, JAMES - Actor, plays the role of PETE BURKE in “The Good Seeds” 
NEWMAN, LIONEL - Music Supervision for “The Good Seeds” 
ON THE RUN - Chapter 2 on DVD for "The Good Seeds" 
PAIGE, MARVIN - Casting for “The Good Seeds” 
PATROL RIDER - Male gorilla soldier on horseback - reports to General Urko. Three gorilla soldiers are on the chase for 
the fugitives.  They stop near a stream of water and find fresh horse tracks.  The three fugitives, Virdon, Burke and Galen 
stop at the top of a hill.  Galen can’t keep up.   They look around and can’t see Urko’s gorillas that are chasing them.  
They hope to make the forest before dark.   Urko’s three gorilla soldiers all on horseback carry torches as they hunt 
through the night for the fugitives.  They are close on their trail but the cloud covering in the sky is throwing off their 
direction.  The one gorilla states It is forbidden to travel without the stars.  The other gorilla states nothing is forbidden 
when you work for Urko.  The gorillas stop for the night.  Later at Polar’s farm one police gorilla rides on horseback into 
the farmyard.  Polar tells Virdon and Burke to hide in the back.  The gorilla asks if they have seen escaped bonded 
slaves.  Polar and his wife Zantes tell the soldier that they can’t help him, they are just poor farmers.   Anto wonders if 
there is a reward for the capture of the humans.  Back in Central City General Urko is criticizing one of his gorilla soldiers.   
General Urko looks at his map on the wall and asks the soldier how far it is.  Four days hard ride from the city to where 
they were last seen.  Urko looks on his map and points out farm country - tenant farms and a few plantations.   Urko says 
they could steal horses there but the soldier says its death in that area for a human or peasant to steal a horse.  Urko 
wants the gorilla to go back there and says the gods will guide them.  Later Anto goes off to meet with a gorilla soldier 
and asks him if there is a reward for helping find any escaped humans.   The gorilla criticizes him stating all farmers are 
the same and that there is no reward.  Its your duty to give information.  The gorilla goes off and talks to another police 
gorilla who says he recognizes the boy from Polar’s farm.  He says they need to watch Polar’s farm more closely.  Later 
Virdon and Burke discuss that Anto is not their favorite ape and that they need to worry about the gorilla patrol.   General 
Urko and the gorilla soldier are making great time with the gods on their side.   Once again later on Virdon and Burke are 
worried Anto is going to turn them in to Urko’s guards.  Only landed apes and police are allowed to ride horses in this 
area.  The local police gorilla comes to the edge of Polar’s farm and can see and hear the humans showering.   General 
Urko and his gorilla soldier continue to ride onward as fast as possible.  General Urko and his gorilla stop on the road as 
two gorilla patrols from the local outpost approach at fast speed.  The gorilla soldier tells Urko that his partner believes he 
has spotted two escaped bonded humans.  General Urko tells them that he is hunting two humans and a chimp defectors 
of the state.  The two patrol gorillas lead Urko to the farm.  General Urko and the other gorilla all race towards the farm on 
horseback.   Later General Urko and his men ride into the yard.  Jillia sees them and cries out all kinds of police.  Polar 
tells Virdon, Burke and Galen to hide up above in the barn.   The four apes Polar, Zantes, Jillia and Remus go outside to 
see what the police want.   The one gorilla guard says he saw the humans standing there in some kind of rain.  Anto 
starts to laugh and then goes to a box and puts some flour powder on his face and says it was him that the gorilla guard 
saw pretending to be a human.  Anto’s family starts to laugh and then the gorilla guards (except for Urko) start to laugh.  
Anto pretends to stand upright like a human and catch a chicken with plans to cook meat.   Then Anto lets the shower 
water drip down on his face to wash off his “makeup”.   Urko doesn’t believe it so he gets his one gorilla soldier to search 
the barn.  The gorilla looks around and plans to climb up the ladder where Virdon, Burke and Galen are hiding but he 



 

 

stops as he sees two baby calf’s lying on the ground.  He states that the calf’s would have been eaten if there were any 
humans around.  Urko and his gorillas ride off.  Virdon, Burke and Galen come out of the barn brushing hay off their 
clothes as Anto apologizes to Virdon for not believing in him.  Virdon says they are buddies after what Anto did to rid of 
the gorilla soldiers.   
POLAR - Middle aged male chimpanzee, Farmer.  Married to Zantes and father of Jillia, Remus and Anto.  Up ahead 
Virdon notices a farm.  Virdon and Burke carry Galen into the farm yard.  The sound of a cow can be heard.    Virdon 
knocks on the house to see if anyone is home.  Polar, a mature male ape comes out and tells        Virdon to get away 
and threatens that he has clubs and corn knives.  He says he will not help humans but then sees its Galen lying hurt.  As 
he goes to see three other apes in the farm family peek out the front door.  All four of the ape family come out = Zantes, 
Anto, Remus and Jillian.  Anto the son carries a weapon as protection.  Zantes, the ape mother is concerned for Galen’s 
injury.  The apes assume that Galen was a prisoner of the humans.  Galen corrects them and so they assume Galen is a 
rich ape and Virdon and Burke must be his servants.   Zantes, the ape wife states to bring him in. Polar states that he and 
his son Anto will carry Galen into the house.  The humans are not allowed.  They will stay in the barn and to not steal 
anything.    Inside the house Galen thanks Zantes for helping him.  He feels better.   Zantes tells him that she once 
trained to be a nurse before she met Polar.   Polar states the city is no place to raise a family.  Polar then talks of all the 
problems each one of the family is having.  He states that his daughter Jillian is still not a wife which embarrasses her.  
Galen tells Polar to let the humans Burke and Virdon stay.    Outside Virdon and Burke have removed their shirts to wash 
at a large bucket of water.  Remus and Polar come outside.  Polar tells Virdon and Burke that he will let them stay until 
Galen is well or can walk.  Anto arrives to argue this.  He says they must stay away from the cow.  Polar states that the 
humans will work everyday as if he could actually afford them.  Young Remus wants one of the humans to be his.  One 
police gorilla rides on horseback into the farmyard.  Polar tells Virdon and Burke to hide in the back.  The gorilla asks if 
they have seen escaped bonded slaves.  Polar and his wife Zantes tell the soldier that they can’t help him, they are just 
poor farmers.   Anto wonders if there is a reward for the capture of the humans.  The next day Virdon and Polar are busy 
removing large rocks from the field.  Virdon tells Polar that he lifted half the rocks in Jackson County when he was a boy.  
Polar says there is no such a place.   Virdon tells Polar it will get worse every year if they keep plowing the way they do.  
Virdon gives him a demonstration with a stick in the mud of how water will hold the top soil if you plough sideways rather 
than up and down the hill.  Anto says its foolishness.  Virdon tells Polar that his family owned a farm when he was young.  
Polar says he will plough the way Virdon demonstrated but Anto will have no part of it.  Later Anto tells his father Polar 
that its crazy that Virdon is trying to make an ox pitch hay into the barn.   But it works and with Virdon’s help a huge bale 
of hay is pulled up into the top of the barn.   The cow makes some moaning noises and Polar, Anto and Virdon run into 
the barn.    The cow is lying down.  Anto says it is dying but Virdon says the cow is 2-3 days away from giving birth.   
Zantes is sewing in the house while she talks to Polar.   In the large room Galen sits resting while Virdon asks Remus if 
he is shelling corn for seed.  Remus says Burke should be doing it but Burke states that they forgot to discuss coffee 
breaks.  Virdon and Remus discuss planting the largest seed rather than the smallest.  Virdon says he remembers sitting 
around the fire with his own son Chris the same thing.  Remus asks his mother quietly what is wrong.   Zantes says the 
humans have feelings to.    The next day chickens are out in the yard at Polar’s farm.   Inside the barn the cow is laying 
down crying out.  Polar and Anto watch on.  Anto says he has seen Galen walk and that they are just staying so that the 
cow will die.  Humans burn the flesh of cows and eat it.  Galen is using one crutch to help him practice walking.  Jillia 
questions Galen if he came from a good family cause she doesn’t understand why he hangs out with the two humans.  
She asks Galen to stay and let the humans move on.  Virdon and Burke are building a windmill as Polar, Remus and 
Anto approach them.  Virdon explains to them that the windmill will help them with their farming.  Polar states that if Galen 
can indeed walk that they need to leave.  The three apes argue as they go back to the house.  Virdon and Burke discuss 
that Anto is not their favorite ape and that they need to worry about the gorilla patrol.   Virdon and Burke go and question 
Galen if he is getting better in the house.   Virdon suggests they feed Epsom salts to the cow to speed up the delivery.  
They are worried Anto is going to turn them in to Urko’s guards.    Only landed apes and police are allowed to ride horses 
in this area.  Farmers have to walk or ride oxen’s or cows.   Burke has a cold shower outside naked in a shower stall.  
Virdon dries up with towels after taking a shower.   Inside the barn Anto rings the bell which signifies that the time for the 
cow to give birth has come.  Virdon, Burke, Jillia, Zantes and Remus all come into the barn.  Virdon checks the cow and 
then tells Anto that she is suffering from a premature birth.  The calf has turned.   Anto throws Virdon down and gets 
ready to kill him with a pitchfork.  Polar tells him he can’t kill him before the cow dies but Anto doesn’t want any more 
tricks played by the humans.  Galen hops in with crutches to stop Anto.  Anto tells Remus to toll the bell.  Virdon says he 
can help the bull - he has seen doctors do it dozens of              times.  Zantes pleads to her son Anto to let them help.  
Burke pretends to put a knife to Remus’ back and hold him as hostage to get Anto to drop the pitchfork held at Virdon’s 
neck.  Virdon wets his hands to go and try to turn the calf.  Polar questions Galen whether Virdon can actually help with 
the birth of the calf.   Virdon tells Burke its twice as bad as he expected.  Burke dreams once again of his quiet little bar in 
Jersey City.  Anto rings the bell as Virdon continues to work on the cow.   Anto looks tired and depressed as he continues 
to ring the bell.  Burke tells him to come quick as he hears the sounds of newborn.  Two new male twins are born.  Two 
bulls!  Anto is very happy and gets down on the ground and hugs them.   General Urko and his men ride into the yard.  
Jillia sees them and cries out all kinds of police.  Polar tells Virdon, Burke and Galen to hide up above in the barn.   The 
four apes Polar, Zantes, Jillia and Remus go outside to see what the police want.   The one gorilla guard says he saw the 
humans standing there in some kind of rain.  Anto starts to laugh and then goes to a box and puts some flour powder on 
his face and says it was him that the gorilla guard saw pretending to be a human.  Anto’s family starts to laugh and then 
the gorilla guards (except for Urko) start to laugh.  Anto pretends to stand upright like a human and catch a chicken with 
plans to cook meat.   Then Anto lets the shower water drip down on his face to wash off his “makeup”.   Urko doesn’t 
believe it so he gets his one gorilla soldier to search the barn.  The gorilla looks around and plans to climb up the ladder 
where Virdon, Burke and Galen are hiding but he stops as he sees two baby calf’s lying on the ground.  He states that the 
calf’s would have been eaten if there were any humans around.  Urko and his gorillas ride off.  Virdon, Burke and Galen 
come out of the barn brushing hay off their clothes as Anto apologizes to Virdon for not believing in him.  Virdon says they 
are buddies after what Anto did to rid of the gorilla soldiers.   Inside the house Zantes gives Burke a bag full of bread.  
Polar asks them where they will go and Virdon says west is always a good direction to go.   Anto says he named the two 
baby calf’s Virdon and Burke.  They leave the house and walk off into the night.   The next day at the farm Polar and 



 

 

Remus watch as the windmill works.  The gorilla patrol soldier rides in and tells Polar to get Remus to work in the field 
rather than fool around building toys.   
POLAR’S DECISION - Chapter 6 on DVD for "The Good Seeds" 
POLICE GORILLA #1 - Male gorilla soldier on horseback - reports to General Urko. Three gorilla soldiers are on the 
chase for the fugitives.  They stop near a stream of water and find fresh horse tracks.  The three fugitives, Virdon, Burke 
and Galen stop at the top of a hill.  Galen can’t keep up.   They look around and can’t see Urko’s gorillas that are chasing 
them.  They hope to make the forest before dark.   Urko’s three gorilla soldiers all on horseback carry torches as they 
hunt through the night for the fugitives.  They are close on their trail but the cloud covering in the sky is throwing off their 
direction.  The one gorilla states It is forbidden to travel without the stars.  The other gorilla states nothing is forbidden 
when you work for Urko.  The gorillas stop for the night.  Later at Polar’s farm one police gorilla rides on horseback into 
the farmyard.  Polar tells Virdon and Burke to hide in the back.  The gorilla asks if they have seen escaped bonded 
slaves.  Polar and his wife Zantes tell the soldier that they can’t help him, they are just poor farmers.   Anto wonders if 
there is a reward for the capture of the humans.  Back in Central City General Urko is criticizing one of his gorilla soldiers.   
General Urko looks at his map on the wall and asks the soldier how far it is.  Four days hard ride from the city to where 
they were last seen.   Urko looks on his map and points out farm country - tenant farms and a few plantations.   Urko says 
they could steal horses there but the soldier says its death in that area for a human or peasant to steal a horse.  Urko 
wants the gorilla to go back there and says the gods will guide them.  Later Anto goes off to meet with a gorilla soldier 
and asks him if there is a reward for helping find any escaped humans.   The gorilla criticizes him stating all farmers are 
the same and that there is no reward.  Its your duty to give information.  The gorilla goes off and talks to another police 
gorilla who says he recognizes the boy from Polar’s farm.  He says they need to watch Polar’s farm more closely.  Later 
Virdon and Burke discuss that Anto is not their favorite ape and that they need to worry about the gorilla patrol.   General 
Urko and the gorilla soldier are making great time with the gods on their side.   Once again later on Virdon and Burke are 
worried Anto is going to turn them in to Urko’s guards.  Only landed apes and police are allowed to ride horses in this 
area.  The local police gorilla comes to the edge of Polar’s farm and can see and hear the humans showering.   General 
Urko and his gorilla soldier continue to ride onward as fast as possible.  General Urko and his gorilla stop on the road as 
two gorilla patrols from the local outpost approach at fast speed.  The gorilla soldier tells Urko that his partner believes he 
has spotted two escaped bonded humans.  General Urko tells them that he is hunting two humans and a chimp defectors 
of the state.  The two patrol gorillas lead Urko to the farm.  General Urko and the other gorilla all race towards the farm on 
horseback.   Later General Urko and his men ride into the yard.  Jillia sees them and cries out all kinds of police.  Polar 
tells Virdon, Burke and Galen to hide up above in the barn.    The four apes Polar, Zantes, Jillia and Remus go outside to 
see what the police want.   The one gorilla guard says he saw the humans standing there in some kind of rain.  Anto 
starts to laugh and then goes to a box and puts some flour powder on his face and says it was him that the gorilla guard 
saw pretending to be a human.  Anto’s family starts to laugh and then the gorilla guards (except for Urko) start to laugh.  
Anto pretends to stand upright like a human and catch a chicken with plans to cook meat.   Then Anto lets the shower 
water drip down on his face to wash off his “makeup”.   Urko doesn’t believe it so he gets his one gorilla soldier to search 
the barn.  The gorilla looks around and plans to climb up the ladder where Virdon, Burke and Galen are hiding but he 
stops as he sees two baby calf’s lying on the ground.  He states that the calf’s would have been eaten if there were any 
humans around.  Urko and his gorillas ride off.  Virdon, Burke and Galen come out of the barn brushing hay off their 
clothes as Anto apologizes to Virdon for not believing in him.  Virdon says they are buddies after what Anto did to rid of 
the gorilla soldiers.   
POLICE GORILLA #2 - Male gorilla soldier on horseback - reports to General Urko. Three gorilla soldiers are on the 
chase for the fugitives.  They stop near a stream of water and find fresh horse tracks.  The three fugitives, Virdon, Burke 
and Galen stop at the top of a hill.  Galen can’t keep up.   They look around and can’t see Urko’s gorillas that are chasing 
them.  They hope to make the forest before dark.   Urko’s three gorilla soldiers all on horseback carry torches as they 
hunt through the night for the fugitives.  They are close on their trail but the cloud covering in the sky is throwing off their 
direction.  The one gorilla states It is forbidden to travel without the stars.  The other gorilla states nothing is forbidden 
when you work for Urko.  The gorillas stop for the night.  Later at Polar’s farm one police gorilla rides on horseback into 
the farmyard.  Polar tells Virdon and Burke to hide in the back.  The gorilla asks if they have seen escaped bonded 
slaves.  Polar and his wife Zantes tell the soldier that they can’t help him, they are just poor farmers.   Anto wonders if 
there is a reward for the capture of the humans.  Back in Central City General Urko is criticizing one of his gorilla soldiers.   
General Urko looks at his map on the wall and asks the soldier how far it is.  Four days hard ride from the city to where 
they were last seen.   Urko looks on his map and points out farm country - tenant farms and a few plantations.   Urko says 
they could steal horses there but the soldier says its death in that area for a human or peasant to steal a horse.  Urko 
wants the gorilla to go back there and says the gods will guide them.  Later Anto goes off to meet with a gorilla soldier 
and asks him if there is a reward for helping find any escaped humans.   The gorilla criticizes him stating all farmers are 
the same and that there is no reward.  Its your duty to give information.  The gorilla goes off and talks to another police 
gorilla who says he recognizes the boy from Polar’s farm.  He says they need to watch Polar’s farm more closely.  Later 
Virdon and Burke discuss that Anto is not their favorite ape and that they need to worry about the gorilla patrol.   General 
Urko and the gorilla soldier are making great time with the gods on their side.   Once again later on Virdon and Burke are 
worried Anto is going to turn them in to Urko’s guards.  Only landed apes and police are allowed to ride horses in this 
area.  The local police gorilla comes to the edge of Polar’s farm and can see and hear the humans showering.   General 
Urko and his gorilla soldier continue to ride onward as fast as possible.  General Urko and his gorilla stop on the road as 
two gorilla patrols from the local outpost approach at fast speed.  The gorilla soldier tells Urko that his partner believes he 
has spotted two escaped bonded humans.  General Urko tells them that he is hunting two humans and a chimp defectors 
of the state.  The two patrol gorillas lead Urko to the farm.  General Urko and the other gorilla all race towards the farm on 
horseback.   Later General Urko and his men ride into the yard.  Jillia sees them and cries out all kinds of police.  Polar 
tells Virdon, Burke and Galen to hide up above in the barn.    The four apes Polar, Zantes, Jillia and Remus go outside to 
see what the police want.   The one gorilla guard says he saw the humans standing there in some kind of rain.  Anto 
starts to laugh and then goes to a box and puts some flour powder on his face and says it was him that the gorilla guard 
saw pretending to be a human.  Anto’s family starts to laugh and then the gorilla guards (except for Urko) start to laugh.  
Anto pretends to stand upright like a human and catch a chicken with plans to cook meat.   Then Anto lets the shower 



 

 

water drip down on his face to wash off his “makeup”.   Urko doesn’t believe it so he gets his one gorilla soldier to search 
the barn.  The gorilla looks around and plans to climb up the ladder where Virdon, Burke and Galen are hiding but he 
stops as he sees two baby calf’s lying on the ground.  He states that the calf’s would have been eaten if there were any 
humans around.  Urko and his gorillas ride off.  Virdon, Burke and Galen come out of the barn brushing hay off their 
clothes as Anto apologizes to Virdon for not believing in him.  Virdon says they are buddies after what Anto did to rid of 
the gorilla soldiers.   
PORTER, BOBBY - Actor, plays the role of REMUS in “The Good Seeds” 
RCA PHOTOPHONE - Sound Recording for “The Good Seeds” 
REISS, STUART A . - Set Decorator for “The Good Seeds” 
REMUS - Male teenage male chimpanzee.  Youngest son and child of the farmer Polar.  Virdon and Burke carry Galen 
into the farm yard.  Virdon knocks on the house to see if anyone is home.  Polar, a mature male ape comes out and tells 
Virdon to get away and threatens that he has clubs and corn knives.  He says he will not help humans but then sees its 
Galen lying hurt.  As he goes to see three other apes in the farm family peek out the front door.  All four of the ape family 
come out = Zantes, Anto, Remus and Jillian.  Anto the son carries a weapon as protection.  Zantes, the ape mother is 
concerned for Galen’s injury.  The apes assume that Galen was a prisoner of the humans.  Galen corrects them and so 
they assume Galen is a rich ape and Virdon and Burke must be his servants.   Zantes, the ape wife states to bring him in. 
Polar states that he and his son Anto will carry Galen into the house.  The humans are not allowed.  They will stay in the 
barn and to not steal anything.    Remus comes in to tell the humans that Galen wants to see them.  Anto tells the 
humans to wash up - they smell.  Outside Virdon and Burke have removed their shirts to wash at a large bucket of water.  
Remus and Polar come outside.  Polar tells Virdon and Burke that he will let them stay until Galen is well or can walk.  
Anto arrives to argue this.  He says they must stay away from the cow.  Polar states that the humans will work everyday 
as if he could actually afford them.  Young Remus wants one of the humans to be his.  One police gorilla rides on 
horseback into the farmyard.  Polar tells Virdon and Burke to hide in the back.  The gorilla asks if they have seen escaped 
bonded slaves.  Polar and his wife Zantes tell the soldier that they can’t help him, they are just poor farmers.   Anto 
wonders if there is a reward for the capture of the humans.   Later Burke is carrying long wooden sticks to make a fence.  
Remus runs out and orders him to stop.  Remus tells him to make fence of poles sticking out of the ground.  Burke tells 
him its better to make sideways.  Remus says fences never last long.  Burke convinces him and Remus asks him who 
taught him to build a fence like that.  Burke says Abraham Lincoln.  Later Zantes is sewing in the house while she talks to 
Polar.   In the large room Galen sits resting while Virdon asks Remus if he is shelling corn for seed.  Remus says Burke 
should be doing it but Burke states that they forgot to discuss coffee breaks.  Virdon and Remus discuss planting the 
largest seed rather than the smallest.  Virdon says he remembers sitting around the fire with his own son Chris the same 
thing.  Remus asks his mother quietly what is wrong.   Zantes says the humans have feelings to.  The next  day Virdon 
and Burke are building a windmill as Polar, Remus and Anto approach them.  Virdon explains to them that the windmill 
will help them with their farming.  Polar states that if Galen can indeed walk that they need to leave.  The three apes 
argue as they go back to the house.  Virdon and Burke discuss that Anto is not their favorite ape and that they need to 
worry about the gorilla patrol.   Later Virdon, Burke, Jillia, Zantes and Remus all come into the barn.  Virdon checks the 
cow and then tells Anto that she is suffering from a premature birth.  The calf has turned.   Anto throws Virdon down and 
gets ready to kill him with a pitchfork.  Polar tells him he can’t kill him before the cow dies but Anto doesn’t want any more 
tricks played by the humans.  Galen hops in with crutches to stop Anto.  Anto tells Remus to toll the bell.  Virdon says he 
can help the bull - he has seen doctors do it dozens of times.  Zantes pleads to her son Anto to let them help.  Burke 
pretends to put a knife to Remus’ back and hold him as hostage to get Anto to drop the pitchfork held at Virdon’s neck.  
Virdon wets his hands to go and try to turn the calf.  Polar questions Galen whether Virdon can actually help with the birth 
of the calf.  Virdon tells Burke its twice as bad as he expected.  Burke dreams once again of his quiet little bar in Jersey 
City.  Anto rings the bell as Virdon continues to work on the cow.   Anto looks tired and depressed as he continues to ring 
the bell.  Burke tells him to come quick as he hears the sounds of newborn.  Two new male twins are born.  Two bulls!  
Anto is very happy and gets down on the ground and hugs them.   General Urko and his men ride into the yard.  Jillia 
sees them and cries out all kinds of police.  Polar tells Virdon, Burke and Galen to hide up above in the barn.   The four 
apes Polar, Zantes, Jillia and Remus go outside to see what the police want.   The one gorilla guard says he saw the 
humans standing there in some kind of rain.  Anto starts to laugh and then goes to a box and puts some flour powder on 
his face and says it was him that the gorilla guard saw pretending to be a human.  Anto’s family starts to laugh and then 
the gorilla guards (except for Urko) start to laugh.  Anto pretends to stand upright like a human and catch a chicken with 
plans to cook meat.   Then Anto lets the shower water drip down on his face to wash off his “makeup”.   Urko doesn’t 
believe it so he gets his one gorilla soldier to search the barn.  The gorilla looks around and plans to climb up the ladder 
where Virdon, Burke and Galen are hiding but he stops as he sees two baby calf’s lying on the ground.  He states that the 
calf’s would have been eaten if there were any humans around.  Urko and his gorillas ride off.  Virdon, Burke and Galen 
come out of the barn brushing hay off their clothes as Anto apologizes to Virdon for not believing in him.  Virdon says they 
are buddies after what Anto did to rid of the gorilla soldiers.   Inside the house Zantes gives Burke a bag full of bread.  
Polar asks them where they will go and Virdon says west is always a good direction to go.   Anto says he named the two 
baby calf’s Virdon and Burke.  They leave the house and walk off into the night.   The next day at the farm Polar and 
Remus watch as the windmill works.  The gorilla patrol soldier rides in and tells Polar to get Remus to work in the field 
rather than fool around building toys.   
RUBY, JOE - Story Consultant along with Ken Spears for “The Good Seeds” 
SARGE - Anto the male ape comes into the barn at Polar’s farm with a pitchfork and angrily pokes at Burke.  Burke and 
Virdon jump up from their sleep.  Burke calls Anto Sarge.  Anto angrily asks them why they slept so close to the cow 
stating that everyone knows that humans are a curse to cows.   
SCHIFRIN, LALO - Music for “The Good Seeds” 
SCOTT, JACQUELINE - Actress, plays the role of ZANTES in “The Good Seeds” 
SILVER, JOSEPH A.C.E. - Post Production Supervisor for “The Good Seeds” 
SPEARS, KEN - Story Consultant along with Joe Ruby for “The Good Seeds” 
STRIEPEKE, DAN - Makeup Artist for “The Good Seeds” 



 

 

OCTOBER 4 th 1974 - Original air date on TV of “The Good Seeds” 
TELEVISION CODE - code approved for “The Good Seeds” with logo given in final credits 
TENANT FARM, THE - Chapter 4 on DVD for "The Good Seeds"             
TIME TO GO - Chapter 10 on DVD for "The Good Seeds"         
TOLL THE BELL - Inside the barn Anto rings the bell which signifies that the time for the cow to give birth has come.  
Virdon, Burke, Jillia, Zantes and Remus all come into the barn.  Virdon checks the cow and then tells Anto that she is 
suffering from a premature birth.  The calf has turned.   Anto throws Virdon down and gets ready to kill him with a 
pitchfork.  Polar tells him he can’t kill him before the cow dies but Anto doesn’t want any more tricks played by the 
humans.  Galen hops in with crutches to stop Anto.  Anto tells Remus to toll the bell.  Virdon says he can help the bull - 
he has seen doctors do it dozens of times.  Zantes pleads to her son Anto to let them help.  Burke pretends to put a knife 
to Remus’ back and hold him as hostage to get Anto to drop the pitchfork held at Virdon’s neck.  Virdon wets his hands to 
go and try to turn the calf.  Polar questions Galen whether Virdon can actually help with the birth of the calf.   Anto rings 
the bell as Virdon continues to work on the cow.    Anto looks tired and depressed as he continues to ring the bell.  Burke 
tells him to come quick as he hears the sounds of newborn.  Two new male twins are born.  Two bulls!  Anto is very 
happy and gets down on the ground and hugs them.   
TRAIL BIKE TWIN JET  - 20th century powered bike. Virdon pulls out his compass which he uses to guide them.  He 
explains to Galen that it always points to North.  Galen thinks the compass is witchcraft.  Virdon says he made the 
compass.  Burke asks Virdon to next time build him a Trail bike Twin Jet.   
TROUBLE - Chapter 11 on DVD for "The Good Seeds"             
TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX - Opening credits show 20th Century Fox logo, Copyright holder for "The Good Seeds” All 
Rights Reserved 
TWINS - Chapter 13 on DVD for "The Good Seeds" 
URKO, General  - Chief of Security, male gorilla, works with Zaius.   He is on a personal manhunt for the 2 astronauts 
Virdon and Burke and renegade chimp Galen.   Three gorilla soldiers are on the chase for the fugitives.  They stop near a 
stream of water and find fresh horse tracks.  The three fugitives, Virdon, Burke and Galen stop at the top of a hill.  Galen 
can’t keep up.   They look around and can’t see Urko’s gorillas that are chasing them.  They hope to make the forest 
before dark.   Urko’s three gorilla soldiers all on horseback carry torches as they hunt through the night for the fugitives.  
They are close on their trail but the cloud covering in the sky is throwing off their direction.  The one gorilla states It is 
forbidden to travel without the stars.  The other gorilla states nothing is forbidden when you work for Urko.  The gorillas 
stop for the night.  Back in Central City General Urko is criticizing one of his gorilla soldiers.   General Urko looks at his 
map on the wall and asks the soldier how far it is.  Four days hard ride from the city to where they were last seen.   Urko 
looks on his map and points out farm country - tenant farms and a few plantations.   Urko says they could steal horses 
there but the soldier says its death in that area for a human or peasant to steal a horse.  Urko wants the gorilla to go back 
there and says the gods will guide them.  Later Anto goes off to meet with a gorilla soldier and asks him if there is a 
reward for helping find any escaped humans.  The gorilla criticizes him stating all farmers are the same and that there is 
no reward.  Its your duty to give information.  The gorilla goes off and talks to another police gorilla who says he 
recognizes the boy from Polar’s farm.  He says they need to watch Polar’s farm more closely.  Later Virdon and Burke 
discuss that Anto is not their favorite ape and that they need to worry about the gorilla patrol.   General Urko and the 
gorilla soldier are making great time with the gods on their side.   General Urko and his gorilla soldier continue to ride 
onward as fast as possible.  General Urko and his gorilla stop on the road as two gorilla patrols from the local outpost 
approach at fast speed.  The gorilla soldier tells Urko that his partner believes he has spotted two escaped bonded 
humans.  General Urko tells them that he is hunting two humans and a chimp defectors of the state.  The two patrol 
gorillas lead Urko to the farm.  General Urko and the other gorilla all race towards the farm on horseback.   Later General 
Urko and his men ride into the yard.  Jillia sees them and cries out all kinds of police.  Polar tells Virdon, Burke and Galen 
to hide up above in the barn.  The four apes Polar, Zantes, Jillia and Remus go outside to see what the police want.   The 
one gorilla guard says he saw the humans standing there in some kind of rain.  Anto starts to laugh and then goes to a 
box and puts some flour powder on his face and says it was him that the gorilla guard saw pretending to be a human.  
Anto’s family starts to laugh and then the gorilla guards (except for Urko) start to laugh.  Anto pretends to stand upright 
like a human and catch a chicken with plans to cook meat.   Then Anto lets the shower water drip down on his face to 
wash off his “makeup”.   Urko doesn’t believe it so he gets his one gorilla soldier to search the barn.  The gorilla looks 
around and plans to climb up the ladder where Virdon, Burke and Galen are hiding but he stops as he sees two baby 
calf’s lying on the ground.  He states that the calf’s would have been eaten if there were any humans around.  Urko and 
his gorillas ride off.   
VIRDON, Alan - older astronaut, blonde hair, white male, one of 2 human astronauts.  He travels with astronaut Burke 
and renegade chimp Galen.   The three fugitives, Virdon, Burke and Galen stop at the top of a hill.  Galen can’t keep up.   
They look around and can’t see Urko’s gorillas that are chasing them.  They hope to make the forest before dark.  It is 
now dark and the three fugitives continue to walk onward but finally stop for a break.  Burke wants to stop for the night but 
Virdon wants to move on to get a huge lead on the gorillas.  He pulls out his compass which he uses to guide them.  He 
explains to Galen that it always points to North.  Galen thinks the compass is witchcraft.  Virdon says he made the 
compass.  Burke asks Virdon to next time build him a Trail bike Twin Jet.   Burke is ready to collapse from walking so 
long.  He asks himself why he didn’t buy that nice little bar back in Jersey City.  Galen goes ahead of them and falls over 
a cliff.  The two run around the trees down the hill to where Galen is lying.  His leg is bleeding.  Virdon tries to stop the 
bleeding.  The next morning Virdon and Burke are walking carrying Galen on a handmade stretcher.  Up ahead Virdon 
notices a farm.  They carry Galen into the farm yard.  The sound of a cow can be heard.    Virdon knocks on the house to 
see if anyone is home.  Polar, a mature male ape comes out and tells Virdon to get away and threatens that he has clubs 
and corn knives.  He says he will not help humans but then sees its Galen lying hurt.  As he goes to see three other apes 
in the farm family peek out the front door.  All four of the ape family come out = Zantes, Anto, Remus and Jillian.  Anto, 
The young son carries a weapon as protection.  Zantes, the ape mother is concerned for Galen’s injury.  The apes 
assume that Galen was a prisoner of the humans.  Galen corrects them and so they assume Galen is a rich ape and 
Virdon and Burke must be his servants.   Zantes, the ape wife states to bring him in.  Polar states that he and his son 
Anto will carry Galen into the house.  The humans are not allowed.  They will stay in the barn and to not steal anything.    



 

 

Virdon and Burke go into the barn where there is the lone cow.  They lay down on some hay to sleep.  Later on Anto, the 
young male ape comes in with a pitchfork and angrily pokes at Burke.  Burke and Virdon jump up from their sleep.  Burke 
calls Anto Sarge.  Anto angrily asks them why they slept so close to the cow stating that everyone knows that humans are 
a curse to cows.  Five years he has waited for a bull calf.  He needs his own ox to start his own farm but he has received 
nothing but female calf’s.  When an farmers son becomes of age he has to wait for a bull calf before he can start his own 
farm.  Remus, the younger ape son comes in to tell the humans that Galen wants to see them.  Anto tells the humans to 
wash up - they smell.  Later outside Virdon and Burke have removed their shirts to wash at a large bucket of water.  
Remus and Polar come outside.  Polar tells Virdon and Burke that he will let them stay until Galen is well or can walk.  
Anto arrives to argue this.  He says they must stay away from the cow.  Polar states that the humans will work everyday 
as if he could actually afford them.  Young Remus wants one of the humans to be his.  One police gorilla rides on 
horseback into the farmyard.  Polar tells Virdon and Burke to hide in the back.  The gorilla asks if they have seen escaped 
bonded slaves.  Polar and his wife Zantes tell the soldier that they can’t help him, they are just poor farmers.   Anto 
wonders if there is a reward for the capture of the humans.   The next day Virdon and Polar are busy removing large 
rocks from the field.  Virdon tells Polar that he lifted half the rocks in Jackson County when he was a boy.  Polar says 
there is no such a place.   Virdon tells Polar it will get worse every year if they keep plowing the way they do.  Virdon 
gives him a demonstration with a stick in the mud of how water will hold the top soil if you plough sideways rather than up 
and down the hill.  Anto says its foolishness.  Virdon tells Polar that his family owned a farm when he was young.  Polar 
says he will plough the way Virdon demonstrated but Anto will have no part of it.    Burke is carrying long wooden sticks to 
make a fence.  Remus runs out and orders him to stop.  Remus tells him to make fence of poles sticking out of the 
ground.  Burke tells him its better to make sideways.  Remus says fences never last long.  Burke convinces him and 
Remus asks him who taught him to build a fence like that.  Burke says Abraham Lincoln.  Anto tells his father Polar that 
its crazy that Virdon is trying to make an ox pitch hay into the barn.   But it works and with Virdon’s help a huge bale of 
hay is pulled up into the top of the barn.   The cow makes some moaning noises and Polar, Anto and Virdon run into the 
barn.   The cow is lying down.  Anto says it is dying but Virdon says the cow is 2-3 days away from giving birth.   Zantes is 
sewing in the house while she talks to Polar.   In the large room Galen sits resting while Virdon asks Remus if he is 
shelling corn for seed.  Remus says Burke should be doing it but Burke states that they forgot to discuss coffee breaks.  
Virdon and Remus discuss planting the largest seed rather than the smallest.  Virdon says he remembers sitting around 
the fire with his own son Chris the same thing.  Remus asks his mother quietly what is wrong.   Zantes says the humans 
have feelings to.   Later Virdon and Burke are building a windmill as Polar, Remus and Anto approach them.  Virdon 
explains to them that the windmill will help them with their farming.  Polar states that if Galen can indeed walk that they 
need to leave.  The three apes argue as they go back to the house.  Virdon and Burke discuss that Anto is not their 
favorite ape and that they need to worry about the gorilla patrol.  Virdon and Burke go and question Galen if he is getting 
better in the house.   Virdon suggests they feed Epsom salts to the cow to speed up the delivery.  They are worried Anto 
is going to turn them in to Urko’s guards.    Only landed apes and police are allowed to ride horses in this area.  Farmers 
have to walk or ride oxen’s or cows.   Burke has a cold shower outside naked in a shower stall.  Virdon dries up with 
towels after taking a shower.  The local police gorilla comes to the edge of Polar’s farm and can see and hear the 
humans showering.   Inside the barn Anto rings the bell which signifies that the time for the cow to give birth has come.  
Virdon, Burke, Jillia, Zantes and Remus all come into the barn.  Virdon checks the cow and then tells Anto that she is 
suffering from a premature birth.  The calf has turned.   Anto throws Virdon down and gets ready to kill him with a 
pitchfork.  Polar tells him he can’t kill him before the cow dies but Anto doesn’t want any more tricks played by the 
humans.  Galen hops in with crutches to stop Anto.  Anto tells Remus to toll the bell.  Virdon says he can help the bull - 
he has seen doctors do it dozens of times.  Zantes pleads to her son Anto to let them help.  Burke pretends to put a knife 
to Remus’ back and hold him as hostage to get Anto to drop the pitchfork held at Virdon’s neck.  Virdon wets his hands to 
go and try to turn the calf.  Polar questions Galen whether Virdon can actually help with the birth of the calf.   Virdon tells 
Burke its twice as bad as he expected.  Burke dreams once again of his quiet little bar in Jersey City.   Anto rings the bell 
as Virdon continues to work on the cow.   Anto looks tired and depressed as he continues to ring the bell.  Burke tells him 
to come quick as he hears the sounds of newborn.  Two new male twins are born.  Two bulls!  Anto is very happy and 
gets down on the ground and hugs them.   General Urko and his men ride into the yard.  Jillia sees them and cries out all 
kinds of police.  Polar tells Virdon, Burke and Galen to hide up above in the barn.  The four apes Polar, Zantes, Jillia and 
Remus go outside to see what the police want.   The one gorilla guard says he saw the humans standing there in some 
kind of rain.  Anto starts to laugh and then goes to a box and puts some flour powder on his face and says it was him that 
the gorilla guard saw pretending to be a human.  Anto’s family starts to laugh and then the gorilla guards (except for 
Urko) start to laugh.  Anto pretends to stand upright like a human and catch a chicken with plans to cook meat.   Then 
Anto lets the shower water drip down on his face to wash off his “makeup”.   Urko doesn’t believe it so he gets his one 
gorilla soldier to search the barn.  The gorilla looks around and plans to climb up the ladder where Virdon, Burke and 
Galen are hiding but he stops as he sees two baby calf’s lying on the ground.  He states that the calf’s would have been 
eaten if there were any humans around.  Urko and his gorillas ride off.  Virdon, Burke and Galen come out of the barn 
brushing hay off their clothes as Anto apologizes to Virdon for not believing in him.  Virdon says they are buddies after 
what Anto did to rid of the gorilla soldiers.  Inside the house Zantes gives Burke a bag full of bread.  Polar asks them 
where they will go and Virdon says west is always a good direction to go.   Anto says he named the two baby calf’s Virdon 
and Burke.  They leave the house and walk off into the night.  Virdon, Burke and Galen are walking along and discuss 
which way to go.  Virdon states no matter where they go there will be apes - some good and some bad. 
VIRDON - Bull calf. Anto angrily asks Virdon and Burke why they slept so close to the cow in the barn stating that 
everyone knows that humans are a curse to cows.  Five years he has waited for a bull calf.  He needs his own ox to start 
his own farm but he has received nothing but female calf’s.  When an farmers son becomes of age he has to wait for a 
bull calf before he can start his own farm.  Later inside the barn Anto rings the bell which signifies that the time for the 
cow to give birth has come.  Virdon, Burke, Jillia, Zantes and Remus all come into the barn.  Virdon checks the cow and 
then tells Anto that she is suffering from a premature birth.  The calf has turned.   Anto throws Virdon down and gets 
ready to kill him with a pitchfork.  Polar tells him he can’t kill him before the cow dies but Anto doesn’t want any more 
tricks played by the humans.  Galen hops in with crutches to stop Anto.  Anto tells Remus to toll the bell.  Virdon says he 
can help the bull - he has seen doctors do it dozens of times.  Zantes pleads to her son Anto to let them help.  Burke 



 

 

pretends to put a knife to Remus’ back and hold him as hostage to get Anto to drop the pitchfork held at Virdon’s neck.  
Virdon wets his hands to go and try to turn the calf.  Polar questions Galen whether Virdon can actually help with the birth 
of the calf.  Virdon tells Burke its twice as bad as he expected.   Anto rings the bell as Virdon continues to work on the 
cow.   Anto looks tired and depressed as he continues to ring the bell.  Burke tells him to come quick as he hears the 
sounds of newborn.  Two new male twins are born.  Two bulls!  Anto is very happy and gets down on the ground and 
hugs them.  Later General Urko has one of his gorilla guards check in the barn to find Virdon and Burke and Galen. The 
gorilla looks around and plans to climb up the ladder where Virdon, Burke and Galen are hiding but he stops as he sees 
two baby calf’s lying on the ground.  He states that the calf’s would have been eaten if there were any humans around.  
Urko and his gorillas ride off.  Later Virdon, Burke and Galen are getting ready to leave and Anto says he named the two 
baby calf’s Virdon and Burke.   
WEIS, DON - Director for “The Good Seeds” 
WINDMILL -  Virdon and Burke are building a windmill as Polar, Remus and Anto approach them.  Virdon explains to 
them that the windmill will help them with their farming.  Polar states that if Galen can indeed walk that they need to leave.  
The three apes argue as they go back to the house.  Virdon and Burke discuss that Anto is not their favorite ape and that 
they need to worry about the gorilla patrol.  After Virdon, Burke and Galen have left the next day at the farm Polar and 
Remus watch as the windmill works.  The gorilla patrol soldier rides in and tells Polar to get Remus to work in the field 
rather than fool around building toys.   
WITCHCRAFT -  Virdon pulls out his compass which he uses to guide them.  He explains to Galen that it always points to 
North.  Galen thinks the compass is witchcraft.  Virdon says he made the compass.  Burke asks Virdon to next time build 
him a Trail bike Twin Jet.   
ZANTES - Female middle aged chimpanzee.  Wife of the farmer Polar.  Virdon and Burke carry Galen into the farm yard.  
The sound of a cow can be heard.    Virdon knocks on the house to see if anyone is home.  Polar, a mature male ape 
comes out and tells Virdon to get away and threatens that he has clubs and corn knives.  He says he will not help 
humans but then sees its Galen lying hurt.  As he goes to see three other apes in the farm family peek out the front door.  
All four of the ape family come out = Zantes, Anto, Remus and Jillian.  Anto the son carries a weapon as protection.  
Zantes, the ape mother is concerned for Galen’s injury.  The apes assume that Galen was a prisoner of the humans.  
Galen corrects them and so they assume Galen is a rich ape and Virdon and Burke must be his servants.   Zantes, the 
ape wife states to bring him in. Polar states that he and his son Anto will carry Galen into the house.  The humans are not 
allowed.  They will stay in the barn and to not steal anything.    Later inside the house Galen thanks Zantes for helping 
him.  He feels better.   Zantes tells him that she once trained to be a nurse before she met Polar.   Polar states the city is 
no place to raise a family.  Polar then talks of all the problems each one of the family is having.  He states that his 
daughter Jillian is still not a wife which embarrasses her.  Galen tells Polar to let the humans Burke and Virdon stay.   
One police gorilla rides on horseback into the farmyard.  Polar tells Virdon and Burke to hide in the back.  The gorilla asks 
if they have seen escaped bonded slaves.  Polar and his wife Zantes tell the soldier that they can’t help him, they are just 
poor farmers.   Anto wonders if there is a reward for the capture of the humans.  Later Zantes is sewing in the house 
while she talks to Polar.   In the large room Galen sits resting while Virdon asks Remus if he is shelling corn for seed.  
Remus says Burke should be doing it but Burke states that they forgot to discuss coffee breaks.  Virdon and Remus 
discuss planting the largest seed rather than the smallest.  Virdon says he remembers sitting around the fire with his own 
son Chris the same thing.  Remus asks his mother quietly what is wrong.   Zantes says the humans have feelings to.   
Later inside the barn Anto rings the bell which signifies that the time for the cow to give birth has come.  Virdon, Burke, 
Jillia, Zantes and Remus all come into the barn.  Virdon checks the cow and then tells Anto that she is suffering from a 
premature birth.  The calf has turned.   Anto throws Virdon down and gets ready to kill him with a pitchfork.  Polar tells him 
he can’t kill him before the cow dies but Anto doesn’t want any more tricks played by the humans.  Galen hops in with 
crutches to stop Anto.  Anto tells Remus to toll the bell.  Virdon says he can help the bull - he has seen doctors do it 
dozens of             times.  Zantes pleads to her son Anto to let them help.  Burke pretends to put a knife to Remus’ back 
and hold him as hostage to get Anto to drop the pitchfork held at Virdon’s neck.  Virdon wets his hands to go and try to 
turn the calf.  Polar questions Galen whether Virdon can actually help with the birth of the calf.   Virdon tells Burke its 
twice as bad as he expected.  Burke dreams once again of his quiet little bar in Jersey City.  Anto rings the bell as Virdon 
continues to work on the cow.   Anto looks tired and depressed as he continues to ring the bell.  Burke tells him to come 
quick as he hears the sounds of newborn.  Two new male twins are born.  Two bulls!  Anto is very happy and gets down 
on the ground and hugs them.   General Urko and his men ride into the yard.  Jillia sees them and cries out all kinds of 
police.  Polar tells Virdon, Burke and Galen to hide up above in the barn.   The four apes Polar, Zantes, Jillia and Remus 
go outside to see what the police want.   The one gorilla guard says he saw the humans standing there in some kind of 
rain.  Anto starts to laugh and then goes to a box and puts some flour powder on his face and says it was him that the 
gorilla guard saw pretending to be a human.  Anto’s family starts to laugh and then the gorilla guards (except for Urko) 
start to laugh.  Anto pretends to stand upright like a human and catch a chicken with plans to cook meat.   Then Anto lets 
the shower water drip down on his face to wash off his “makeup”.   Urko doesn’t believe it so he gets his one gorilla 
soldier to search the barn.  The gorilla looks around and plans to climb up the ladder where Virdon, Burke and Galen are 
hiding but he stops as he sees two baby calf’s lying on the ground.  He states that the calf’s would have been eaten if 
there were any humans around.  Urko and his gorillas ride off.  Virdon, Burke and Galen come out of the barn brushing 
hay off their clothes as Anto apologizes to Virdon for not believing in him.  Virdon says they are buddies after what Anto 
did to rid of the gorilla soldiers.   Inside the house Zantes gives Burke a bag full of bread.  Polar asks them where they will 
go and Virdon says west is always a good direction to go.   Anto says he named the two baby calf’s Virdon and Burke.  
They leave the house and walk off into the night.  
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THOMAS:               Every one of the objects you’ve uncovered has been 
                                exposed to massive radioactivity.  And the bones of the 
                                skeletons uncovered in the shelter…they indicated an 
                                advanced stage of decomposition.  Suggesting again 
                                radioactivity.  Also, thermal burns.  Whatever the nuclear 
                                device was that detonated - the shelter provided no 
                                protection whatsoever.  It leaked like a sieve.  It almost 
                                must have cracked open in many places after several 
                                devices were exploded, which explains why it was exposed 
                                to the light of the additional blasts. 
DR. ZAIUS:             Do you want to continue your hypothesis, Mr. Thomas? 
THOMAS:               (after a pause) The following is not a hypothesis.  The 
                                following is the truth.  Much of it has to be offered without 
                                explanation, but all of it comes to you as fact. 
There is a MURMUR of reaction as Thomas points to the distant diggings. 
THOMAS:               What you’ve uncovered is the remnant of a society - five 
                                hundred - maybe a thousand years old.  What happened 
                                was a bomb.  Propably a hydrogen bomb. 
His eyes scan the pile of artifacts. 
CLOSE SHOT         THE PILE 
BACK TO SCENE 
THOMAS:               That bomb and others like it were dropped.  It buried this 
                                planet.  It turned it into a jungle.  And from it emerged… ( a 
                                long silence ) … you.  And a handful of human beings.  
                                Descendents of the bomb.  Only this time around…the ape 
                                became the dominant creature.  And Man evolved as the 
                                animal.  (he looks toward Dr. Zaius)  I don’t think any of this 
                                is arguable anymore, Dr. Zaius.   
CLOSE SHOT         ONE OF THE APES 
Who steps out in front of the group closer to the fire looking at Thomas. 
APE:                        (very softly)  So from a tiny cubical full of skeletons…a hole 
                                in the ground…a few artifacts…you’d have us rewrite the 
                                history of our race.  And you’d ask us to admit that you are 
                                the master and we are the animals. 
CLOSE SHOT         THOMAS 
THOMAS:               I’m telling you that you were once tree dwellers.  But at the 
                                same time, I’m making an admission that the homo-
                                sapien…Man, the wise; Man, the rational               
                                creature…destroyed himself and left you his civilization by 
                                default. 
APE:                        His civilization! 
THOMAS:               On earth, the ape possesses a highly developed sense of 
                                mimicry.  They copy everything we do.  Copy us…to such 
                                an extent…that with us, the verb, “ape” is synonymous with 
                                “imitate”. 
CORNELIUS:          But our own culture, Mr. Thomas -  
THOMAS:               (turning toward him)  You don’t have a culture, Mr. 
                                Cornelius.  Or a science.  Or an industry.  The houses you 
                                live in, the buildings you occupy, the clothes you wear, the 
                                things you believe, the books you read - the very God you 
                                worship… that all came from Man!  Five hundred…a 
                                thousand years ago…but not from an ape mind.  Or an ape 
                                will.  Or the logic, the reason, or the rationale of an ape.  
                                (his eyes sweep across the group)  You’re imitators.  
                                You’ve been mimicking the creature Man, who was there 
                                ahead of you.   
LONG ANGLE        LOOKING ACROSS THE AREA            TOWARD THE 
APES 
As Thomas walks slowly toward them, then through them, toward his tent.  He 
pauses near one of the piles of artifacts and stares at the objects. 
THE PILE                THOMAS’ P.O.V. 
The wheels, toys, pottery, a dented coffee percolator - all the residue which now 
suddenly takes on dimension and reality and are familiar…desperately familiar 
items.  He continues to stare at these for a long long moment, then walks past 
them again into the darkness beyond the tents. 
DISSOLVE TO:        

INT. TENT               ANGLE LOOKING THROUGH A MOSQUITO NET  
THE SLEEPING THOMAS                      NIGHT 
There is the SOUND of a ROARING HELICOPTER ENGINE suddenly 
springing to life.  Thomas bolts up, parts the mosquito net, crosses the floor of 
the tent toward the flap. 
CUT TO:                  
EXT. TENT                             NIGHT 
As Thomas emerges. 
LONG SHOT           A HELICOPTER 
Starting to warm up its engines.  PAN OVER to Dr. Zaius who, dressed in an 
overcoat, starts toward the helicopter.  He stops, seeing Thomas, walks toward 
him. 
DR. ZAIUS:             Some of us are returning to the city, Mr. Thomas.  This 
                               gives me an opportunity to say goodbye. 
THOMAS:               (surprised, but not showing it)  You won’t be coming back 
                               here? 
DR. ZAIUS:             You won’t be returning to the city. 
THOMAS:               (very softly) What’s happened to the hospitality, Doctor? 
CLOSE SHOT         DR. ZAIUS 
Who stares at the flickering lamp from a close by tent which casts shadows on 
his face.  He looks tired and old even under the somewhat ageless exterior of 
the simian face. 
DR. ZAIUS:             Some skeletons, Mr. Thomas.  Some burnt relics.  Some 
                               evidence of…man’s culture. 
CLOSE SHOT         THOMAS 
THOMAS:               It’s a menace now - that’s the point? 
CLOSE SHOT         DR. ZAIUS 
He looks away from the lamp. 
DR. ZAIUS              (very softly)  Way down deep, Mr. Thomas…deeper than 
                               my own consciousness…my own awareness…as deep 
                               perhaps as a basic instinct…(he turns toward        
                               Thomas)…I’ve known you’ve been a menace.  I’ve known 
                               that Man has been a menace. (a pause)  This admission, 
                               Mr. Thomas…I believe that’s why I rejected you.  It’s why I 
                               voiced doubts about your potential…your actuality.  I think 
                               I’ve known all along that Man did not come from the 
                               jungle…or at least, that was not his last home.  (a pause)  
                               You see, Mr. Thomas, I know all about Man.  I think his 
                               wisdom must walk hand in hand with his idiocy.  His 
                               emotions must conquer his logic.  I believe he must be a 
                               belligerent animal who gives battle to everything around 
                               him.  And in the process, he will always destroy himself.  (a 
                               pause)  This is what we dug up out of a hole, Mr. Thomas.  
                               A truth.  It’s the same truth you’ve told us about in  
                               describing your own planet.  (another pause)  We apes 
                               have no death wish, Mr. Thomas. 
ANOTHER ANGLE - THOMAS - FAVORING DR. ZAIUS 
THOMAS:               Does it occur to you, Dr. Zaius, that on Earth Man has 
                               finally become civilized?  I’m proof of that.  I’m proof that he 
                               has reached out for the stars…and has gathered them in.  
                               And that for the first time in the history of my          
                               race…perhaps the history of the universe…he has ceased 
                               to be a destroyer. 
ANOTHER ANGLE THE TWO OF THEM               FAVORING DR. ZAIUS 
DR. ZAIUS:             If that is indeed truth - we have come close to a millenium.  
                               (he shakes his head)  But this planet cannot afford to put it 
                               to a test.  We can’t take the risk.  (a pause) We will expect 
                               you to leave, Mr. Thomas. 
CLOSE SHOT - THOMAS 
THOMAS:               Assuming I can get my ship back into the sky 
CLOSE SHOT - DR ZAIUS 
DR. ZAIUS:             Pray that you can.  The alternative must be obvious. So 
                               long as you live amongst us, Mr. Thomas, you compete.  
                               Dwell on that. 
CLOSE SHOT         THOMAS 
THOMAS:               And if we do compete, Doctor, I would have to remind you 
                               that Man has preceded you.   And I am Man.  (a pause) 
                               Dwell on that. 
HIGH ANGLE          LOOKING DOWN 
As Dr. Zaius turns and walks slowly toward the helicopter. 
DISSOLVE TO: 
INT. HOSPITAL CAGE           LONG ANGLE SHOT             LOOKING DOWN 
THE AISLE                             DAY 
Between the various cages toward the far window which is open.  A strong and 
steady wind blows sporadically into the quiet and empty room.  The CAMERA 
starts a SLOW DOLLY DOWN the corridor TOWARD the window.  At one point 
in the DOLLY, we are able to see Lafever’s cage.  He rises from a corner of the 



 
 

 
 

cubical, comes to the bars.  He looks gaunt, bearded, but his eyes are brighter - 
more aware.  He clutches the bars and smiles, opens his mouth, wets his lips, 
tries to form words for a moment, and then his voice comes out. 
LAFEVER:              Good…morning.  I’m…I’m glad to see someone.  I…I can 
                                speak again, you know.  Where’s Johnny Thomas?  
                                Where’s Dodge?  I…I’d like to…to see them… 
The CAMERA ARCS UP to a: 
SHOT       LAFEVER’S FACE  THROUGH THE BARS 
His smile suddenly fades, the mouth grows taut, his eyes fear-filled, and 
gradually his face is suffused with alarm. 
LAFEVER:              Hey…hey…wait…a…minute… 
                                please…why…hey…please… 
The cage door is swung away from his grasp and the SCREEN IS 
OBLITERATED by the BACKS of TWO LARGE GORILLAS who converge on 
him.  When their FORMS LEAVE the SCREEN, we are looking at an empty 
cage, and the soft SOUND of FOOTSTEPS moving away in another direction 
o.c.  The wind continues to blow and in one strong, sudden gust, the cage door 
is swung back to a closed position.  It smashes shut with a large 
REVERBERATING ECHOING CLANG. 
ABRUPT CUT TO: 
INT. THOMAS’ TENT              EXTREMELY TIGHT CLOSE SHOT 
HIS FACE                               DAY 
As his eyes open.  He blinks, letting consciousness seep back gradually.  He 
sits upright, swings his legs over the side of the cot, rubs his eyes, rises, stops 
for a moment to listen.  There is nothing but a dead and all pervading silence.  
He moves across the tent over to the opening flaps, stands there for a moment, 
then pulls them open. 
SHOT OVER HIS SHOULDER               THE AREA OUTSIDE 
There is the SOUND of THUDDING EXPLOSIONS that suddenly spring out of 
the silence. 
CUT TO:                   
EXT. TENT                             DAY 
As Thomas moves out of the tent. 
LONG SHOT           THE DIGGING AREA 
As another EXPLOSION closes up the shaft.  Other EXPLOSIONS detonate 
and tons of earth fall into the excavation hole covering it up.  Gradually the 
smoke clears and the falling rocks stop and there is dead silence. 
SHOT       THOMAS 
As his eyes traverse the area. 
PAN SHOT             THE AREA              THOMAS’ P.O.V. 
There are no tents, no helicopters.  The pile of artifacts have gone.  The PAN 
CONTINUES OVER to where the hole was and in the aftermath of the 
explosion there is nothing but irregularly flat land. 
HIGH ANGLE          LOOKING DOWN AT THOMAS 
As he runs toward the excavation.  He stops, staring around him at the 
nothingness.  WHIP PAN to the tent area where suddenly Cornelius and 
another ape appear and stare at him silently. 
MOVING SHOT      THOMAS 
As he walks down the knoll toward the cleared area where the tents were.  He 
pauses a few feet from the two apes, looks from one to the other, then focuses 
his attention on Cornelius. 
THOMAS:               (tersely) And good morning to you, Mr. Cornelius. 
Cornelius nods, looks toward Thomas’ tent.  Thomas does likewise; and we see 
two apes tearing it down, removing the poles.  Another group have already 
pulled part of the tent material over to a small fire on the ground and are 
burning it. 
ANOTHER ANGLE THE GROUP           FAVORING THOMAS 
Who walks over toward Cornelius. 
THOMAS:               What happens now? 
CORNELIUS:          (swallowing hard)  We’re to…we’re to await the arrival of 
                                the helicopter.  It’ll be here shortly. 
THOMAS:               And it will take us where? 
CORNELIUS:          It will take you back to the side of your ship…if we can find 
it. 
At this moment there is the WHIRRING SOUND of an approaching helicopter 
far off in the distance.  For a moment all eyes go skyward, then back towards 
Thomas. 
THOMAS:               (makes a gesture toward the area)  And the expedition’s 
                                kaput.  No more digging. 
CORNELIUS:          (staring at him)  What expedition? 
ABRUPT CUTS TO: 
SERIES OFCLOSE SHOTS   THE OTHER APES 
Who stare at Thomas blankly, emotionlessly. 
CLOSE SHOT         THOMAS 
THOMAS:               (very softly)  That’s it, huh?  Nobody dug up anything 
                                (another pause as he looks around)  No dolls, No toys.  No 
                                proofs of the past.  No memory of same. (a thin smile)  

                               Odd, Mr. Cornelius, how every species has its own unique 
                               defect.  In the case of the ape, he never learned subtlety. 
The flashing shadows of the helicopter blades play on them as the SOUND 
grows LOUDER and LOUDER and into the FRAME drops the helicopter to land 
a hundred yards from them.  The blades slowly come to a roaring stop.  
Cornelius points to it. 
CORNELIUS:          Shall we, Mr. Thomas? 
Thomas nods, starts to follow Cornelius toward the aircraft. 
CLOSE SHOT         THE HELICOPTER DOOR 
As Thomas reaches it.  It is partly ajar.  He starts to open it toward him. 
CLOSE SHOT         CORNELIUS 
CORNELIUS:          (suddenly shouting) Mr. Thomas - get down! 
ANOTHER ANGLE                 THOMAS 
As instinctively, while whirling around, he falls forward.  The glass of the 
helicopter door disintegrates concurrent with an EXPLOSIVE ROAR.  WHIP 
PAN OVER to a small knoll of a hill where a thin eddying spiral of smoke can be 
seen along with the glint of sun on a rifle barrel. 
HIGH ANGLE          LOOKING DOWN ON THE SCENE 
As Thomas runs under the rotary blades and out toward the hill.  There is 
another WHINE of a BULLET as it travels inches over his head. 
ANOTHER ANGLE THOMAS 
As he continues, in a ducking zigzag run, to head for the rifle. 
ABRUPT CUT TO: 
SHOT      AN APE 
Who rises, rifle in hand.  He stands irresolutely in front of the charging Thomas 
then, panicking, he turns and starts to run, dragging the gun with him. 
ANGLE   LOOKING DOWN AT HIM 
As he starts down the reverse slope of the hill, stumbles, the gun goes off.  He 
lets out one choked SCREAM, falls, and rolls down the rest of the hill head over 
heels to wind up motionless at the foot, hands outstretched, blood seeping from 
a hole in his back. 
ANGLE   THOMAS 
As he stares down at the dead figure then turns and slowly walks back toward 
the helicopter. 
TWO SHOTS          THOMAS AND CORNELIUS 
The latter looks down at the ground as Thomas approaches him. 
THOMAS:               Subtle, you aren’t.  But murderous - that you sure as hell 
                               are. 
CORNELIUS:          No, Mr. Thomas.  The ape is not subtle.  And murder’s … a 
                               new experience. 
He looks toward the helicopter to where the ape pilot has appeared, eyeing 
them warily - then with a look toward Cornelius that is frankly questioning. 
SHOT      CORNELIUS           THE HELICOPTER’S P.O.V. 
CORNELIUS:          Take Mr. Thomas wherever it is he wants to go. 
APE PILOT:            (taken aback) Those aren’t my orders, Mr. Cornelius  
ANOTHER ANGLE  THE DOOR 
As Thomas, with incredible speed, catching the ape pilot by surprise, pulls him 
out of doorway and sends him sprawling to the ground.  In the same motion he 
vaults into the helicopter himself, slams the door just as the ape gets back on 
his feet and flings his weight against it. 
ANOTHER ANGLE THE HELICOPTER 
As we see Thomas through the window moving to the pilot’s seat. 
SHOT      THE APE AND CORNELIUS: 
CORNELIUS:          (shouts) Get down! 
SHOT      THE ROTARY BLADES 
As they start to revolve. 
ANOTHER ANGLE THE SCENE 
As the helicopter lifts off and goes airborne in an almost vertical pattern. 
CLOSE SHOT         CORNELIUS AND THE APE PILOT 
APE PILOT:            Where does he think he’s going? 
CORNELIUS:          (shakes his head) I don’t know. 
APE PILOT:            Won’t do him much good.  That thing won’t stay up forever.  
                               Eventually they’ll get him. 
CLOSE SHOT         CORNELIUS 
Staring skyward. 
CORNELIUS:          I’m not so sure.  He’s smarter than we are.  Much smarter.  
                               (a pause)  That’s why they wanted him dead! 
CUT TO: 
AERIAL SHOT        THE RECENT DIGGINGS 
Now flattened with the new earth and resembling some kind of square in the 
landscape.   
SHOT      THOMAS 
Staring through the window of the helicopter.  He suddenly reacts to something, 
staring downward 
CUT TO: 
AERIAL SHOT        THE DIGGINGS 


